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Executive Summary 
The operations of electricity and natural gas systems in the United States are increasingly 
interdependent, a result of a growing number of installations of gas-fired generators, the 
widespread availability of low-cost natural gas, and rising penetrations of variable renewable 
energy sources. This interdependency suggests the need for closer communication and 
coordination among gas and power system operators in order to improve the efficiency, 
reliability, and resilience of both energy systems. 

In this report, we present findings from three studies1 related to the coordination of natural gas 
and electricity system operations. We first propose and demonstrate a modeling platform for 
examining the interdependence of natural gas and electricity networks based on a direct current 
unit-commitment and economic dispatch model for the power system and a transient hydraulic 
gas model for the gas system. We use this platform to analyze the value of day-ahead 
coordination of power and natural gas network operations and to show the importance of 
considering gas pipeline limitations when analyzing power systems operation with high 
penetration of gas generators and variable renewable energy sources. Our results indicate that 
day-ahead coordination can contribute to a reduction in curtailed gas in high-stress periods 
(such as those with large ramps in gas offtakes) and a reduction in energy consumption of 
gas compressor stations, primarily from reducing demands for compressors to quickly increase 
pressure. In high renewable systems that rely on gas ramping to balance variability in wind and 
solar, such improvements are likely to enhance the overall reliability of the power system.  

In the second study, we utilize our modeling platform to consider the U.S. Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) Order 809, issued in 2015 to improve day-ahead and intraday 
coordination of power and gas systems. Given the lack of research on intraday coordination and 
FERC’s recent action, we quantify the value of improved intraday coordination between gas and 
electric power systems. To do so, we co-simulate coordinated day-ahead, intraday, and real-time 
operations of an interconnected power and natural gas test system using the platform introduced 
in Study 1. We find that intraday coordination reduces total power system production costs 
and enhances natural gas deliverability, yielding cost and reliability benefits. A sensitivity 
analysis indicates improved intraday variable renewable energy forecasts and higher variable 
renewable energy capacities increase intraday coordination benefits for gas network 
congestion, given the ramping requirements of gas power plants to balance out variability in 
renewables. The results of Study 2 indicate that FERC Order 809 and other policies aimed at 
enhancing intraday coordination between power and gas systems will likely yield cost and 
reliability benefits. 

 
 
1 Development of modeling platform for coordination of natural and electricity systems: Pambour K, Sopgwi R, Hodge B-M, Brancucci C. The 
Value of Day-Ahead Coordination of Power and Natural Gas Network Operations. Energies 2018;11:1628. 

 
Assessment of the value of intraday coordination of natural gas and electricity systems: Craig, M., Guerra, O. J., Brancucci, C., Pambour, K. A., & 
Hodge, B.-M. (2020). Valuing intra-day coordination of electric power and natural gas system operations. Energy Policy, 141(April), 111470. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enpol.2020.111470 

 
Evaluation of market-based coordination of electricity and natural gas system operations: Guerra, O. J., Sergi, B., Craig, M., Pambour, K. A., 
Brancucci, C., & Hodge, B.-M. (2020). Coordinated Operation of Electricity and Natural Gas Systems from Day-ahead to Real-time Markets, 
Journal of Cleaner Production (under review), Jul 17, 2020. 

https://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/11/7/1628
https://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/11/7/1628
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421520302214
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enpol.2020.111470
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Finally, in the third study we expand our modeling platform to focus on market-based 
coordination of electricity and natural gas system operations for a real system, namely a subset of 
the power and gas networks in the Front Range region of Colorado, a system where the gas 
generators have firm transportation contracts (i.e. these generators are not competing for 
interruptible capacity with other regional demand). We use real system data to evaluate the 
benefits of coordinated operations under different conditions, including different levels of 
renewable penetration and the use of time-variant, shaped flow nominations. Our results 
indicate that coordination generally improves total gas deliverability, which reduces out-of-
merit order dispatch in the electricity system, and that such coordination can be useful 
under a range of operating conditions and renewable penetrations. Moreover, shaped flows 
stand to be a valuable tool for reducing gas demand that cannot be satisfied by current pipeline 
capacity, particularly in systems with higher penetrations of wind and solar energy sources. 
Together, these three studies demonstrate a pathway for integrated gas and electricity grid 
modeling and for studying the benefits of coordinated operations of these increasingly 
interdependent energy systems.  
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1 Background: Interdependencies in Power and 
Natural Gas Networks 

The availability of low-cost natural gas—largely a product of the shale gas revolution—has 
driven many electric power systems to become more reliant on natural gas. This trend has been 
amplified by an increasing penetration of variable renewable energy sources, as natural gas-fired 
power plants (GFPPs) are frequently used to offset the inherent uncertainty and variability 
associated with wind and solar power generation. U.S. natural gas deliveries to electric power 
consumers more than doubled between 2000 and 2018, with the power sector growing from 
22.3% of total natural gas demand to a share of 35.5% [1,2]. Correspondingly, the share of 
power generation from natural gas-fired power plants has increased from 14.2% to 31.5% over 
the same period, while the share of generation from renewable energy—driven mostly by wind 
and solar power—also increased from 8.8% to 17.4% [1,2]. Although forecasts are inherently 
uncertain, these trends are expected to persist in the future, as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Historical and projected data for natural gas consumption and power generation in the United 
States [1,2]: (a) Natural gas consumption by sector in United States and (b) Power generation by fuel or 

technology. 

The most significant interconnections between both energy systems exists at GFPPs and electric-
driven compressors in gas compressor stations. GFPPs represent both generation entities in the 
power system and large consumers in the natural gas network. Gas generators require a 
minimum delivery pressure for operation, which, if not attained, can lead to curtailment of gas 
offtakes from the pipeline system, a reduction in the electrical output, and in the worst case to a 
complete shutdown of the GFPP [3,4].  Electric-driven compressors, in contrast, represent 
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electric loads in the power system to propel compressors in gas compressor stations in order to 
increase the gas pressure for pipeline transportation. In this report, we focus mainly on the 
impact of GFPPs on the operation of these interdependent energy systems. 

The increasing reliance on natural gas for GFPP operation poses a number of coordination and 
reliability challenges. In regions where gas-fired generators rely on non-firm pipeline capacity 
for fuel, fuel deliverability constraints might arise during periods of high gas consumption by 
non-generator consumers who have contracted for firm capacity (e.g., by city gate stations during 
periods of extreme cold temperature) [5]. Such events are most likely under severe weather 
conditions, when both electricity demand and natural gas consumption for heating tend to 
increase; historically, events like the Polar Vortex have led to gas power plants with interruptible 
fuel contracts being unable to obtain gas to meet their generation schedules [6–8]. Furthermore, 
the coincidence of gas demand for power generation and home heating may also be amplified by 
shifting trends in load shapes toward winter morning peaks in certain regions of the U.S., 
suggesting that such constraints may not be limited to only extreme weather events in the future.  

Another coordination challenge relates to the increase adoption of variable renewable energy 
generation. The times during which GFPPs extract natural gas from the gas network and the 
extent to which they do so will depend strongly on their generation schedule. In other words, 
higher penetrations of variable renewable energy sources—such as wind and solar photovoltaic 
(PV) power—in the power system will not only impact how GFPPs interact within the power 
system, but they will also impact how they interact with the natural gas pipeline network. For 
instance, a large wind or solar PV power forecast error could be the cause of a large change in 
gas demand to be handled within the natural gas network operational and flexibility boundaries. 
Growing shares of variable renewable generation require greater system flexibility and ramping, 
which will likely lead to GFPPs experiencing larger and more frequent upward and downward 
ramps, as well as starting up and shutting down more often. Such requirements place strains on 
gas delivery infrastructure, such as pipelines and compressors, and deviate from the traditional 
way that natural gas networks have operated in serving the power sector.  

Several options exist to mitigate fuel deliverability concerns. For instance, contract structures can 
be modified or different contracts can be combined to provide gas-fired generators with more 
firm or flexible natural gas delivery [9–11]. To address long term fuel deliverability needs, 
additional pipeline capacity could be built. Gas pipeline operators also possess a wide range of 
tools for meeting firm transportation contracts and natural gas demand—such as firm gas 
storage, hourly pipeline service products, firm delivery contracts, and additional pipeline 
infrastructure—even as those offtakes are subject to hourly demand variation. 

One of these tools, enhanced coordination between power and gas systems, is also an alternative 
for providing flexibility in natural gas networks that does not require significant new 
infrastructure developments, could be implemented in the near-term, and has been the focus of 
U.S. federal rulemaking efforts. Improved coordination can take many forms, ranging in 
difficulty of implementation from improved informational exchange by aligning gas and 
electricity markets to fully co-optimized operations [11–13]. Benefits of coordination can include 
reduced consumer costs through reduced utilization of out-of-merit generators and increased grid 
reliability through reduced redispatch needs. 
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Traditionally, gas and power transmission systems have been planned and operated 
independently with little coordination between them because of the relatively separate nature and 
weak coupling of the two systems. The lack of a strong coupling between these two sectors can 
be attributed to a number of historical, regulatory, and legal factors. For example, there was 
federal statutory restrictions on the use of natural gas for electricity generation in the U.S. until 
1987. Additionally, the two sectors evolved distinct business models—with the electricity sector 
oriented around spreading costs across all users while the gas sector traditionally investing in 
projects via bilateral transactions—in part due to operational, legal, and regulatory requirements 
related to permitting on infrastructure and cost allocation, among other things. However, the 
growing interdependency of these energy vectors suggests the need for models and tools to study 
how this trend may impact the operation of both systems, and how to improve the coordination 
between gas and power transmission system operators (TSOs) to increase operational efficiency 
and system reliability.  

The coordination of natural gas and power sector networks can be studied at two distinct levels 
of decision-making, namely planning and operations. At the planning level, the objective is to 
optimize the location, capacity, and scheduling of investment decisions associated with 
generation or production, transmission, and storage assets in an integrated system. Previous 
research has explored co-planning of electric power and natural gas systems based on 
deterministic approaches (e.g., bi-level programming [14] and mixed integer linear [15] and 
nonlinear [16–18] programming). Additionally, stochastic [19] and robust [20] optimization 
approaches have been proposed to address the uncertainty presented in this type of planning 
problem, such as uncertainties in gas demand, electricity demand, and natural gas prices. 

At the operational level, the objective is to improve reliability and minimize the operational costs 
associated with natural gas and electricity supply and natural gas supply and transportation 
contracts, while also minimizing load shedding or unserved natural gas [11,21–25]. Operational 
coordination can be addressed using either central-planning or market-based approaches. With 
central-planning—the approach most researched to date—the operation of the two systems is 
optimized simultaneously. This includes approaches using deterministic optimal power flow 
models coupled with steady state models of natural gas systems [26–28], deterministic integrated 
unit commitment and/or economic dispatch formulations based on steady state [29–31] or 
dynamic [22,32,33] gas models, as well as stochastic [34,35], robust [36], and interval [37,38] 
optimization models that address the uncertainty associated with electrical load, renewable 
power forecast, and outages of generation and transmission assets.  

By contrast, in market-based approaches the two systems are optimized or simulated separately, 
with coordination occurring via the exchange of information such as prices, gas demand from 
generators, and gas availability from the gas network. This coordination can occur at a range of 
timescales—including day-ahead (DA), intra-day (ID), and real time (RT) energy markets—
which evolve as uncertainty is increasingly reduced. Some of the proposed market-based 
approaches are based on deterministic unit commitment and/or economic dispatch formulations 
using steady state [39] or dynamic [40,41] gas models. Market-based approaches based on 
stochastic unit commitment formulations and steady state (or simplified versions of the dynamic 
state) gas models have been proposed to deal with uncertainty in variable renewable power 
generation [42,43]. Although steady state gas models can be appropriate for long-term planning 
[44,45], these models do not capture the potential use of and dynamics of linepack storage where 
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applicable and thus may underestimate operational flexibility of the gas system [46,47]. 
Accounting for this behavior when studying the operational coordination of electric power and 
natural gas systems requires dynamic gas models [21,22,32]. However, dynamic gas models 
involve partial differential equations, complex boundary conditions, and nonlinear terms that can 
result in computational tractability issues for complex systems [48,49]. 

Although a central planning perspective offers the prospect of more optimized coordination 
between electric power and gas operations, currently electric power and gas markets are cleared 
separately and interact with limited information exchange. This makes a market-based approach 
perspective more realistic for capturing the operational coordination of today’s electric power 
and natural gas systems [41,43]. Natural gas-fired power plants can purchase their fuel based on 
contracts (long-term or short-term) or the spot gas market, which involve uncertainties associated 
with gas prices and availability. One current challenge with executing market coordination is that 
the scheduling operations of electricity market and gas nomination cycles are currently not 
aligned2[50]. Moreover, while an electric market may have between 24 and 288 “prices” for a 
day, for the most part the gas market has only one price for a given day. In 2015 FERC proposed 
Order 809 to address the issue of operational timing by creating an additional ID gas nomination 
cycle and shifting gas nomination cycles to better match the timing of power system markets 
[13].  

An additional issue is that pipelines can require natural gas generators to submit a steady, 
nonvarying quantity of gas offtakes for each hour over the course of a day. This nomination thus 
represents 1/24th of daily scheduled quantities, regardless of when the generator anticipates 
needing the gas. This steady, nonvarying quantity of hourly gas offtakes is known as a “ratable” 
flow. Using ratable flows may discourage gas generators from flexible operations, as they cannot 
be guaranteed gas delivery above their ratable flow level and the pipeline may not have available 
space to hold gas not taken when generation is below that which would result from a ratable 
burn. In both situations, the gas generator will be subject to risk in the spot gas market. In 
contrast, moving to time-variant gas nominations and associated scheduling (“shaped flow”) at 
the DA and ID market levels has been proposed as a means of improving gas and power sector 
coordination [51]. Although some generators and gas shippers may indeed prefer ratable flows 
based on the market conditions they face, providing the ability for generators to submit shaped 
flow nominations when they expect to ramp significantly may be a valuable option to some 
natural gas customers and to pipeline operators. 

Given the current state of research in coordination of power system and gas networks, the goals 
of this study are to: 

• Develop a modeling platform and a combined power–gas test system that can be used to 
test and benchmark different methods for addressing the simulation of interdependent gas 
and electricity systems, 

 
 
2 In addition to the scheduling cycles not being aligned, the economic “days” used by each sector are not the same: 
electric days are midnight to midnight in their respective time zones while gas is 9:00 AM Central time to 8:59 AM 
Central time in all time zones [77]. 
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• Show the importance of considering the restrictions imposed by gas transmission 
networks when operating a large number of gas-fired generators in the electric power 
system, 

• Demonstrate the importance of coordination between gas and power TSOs to improve the 
efficiency and reliability of these interdependent energy systems, 

• Test whether the inclusion of intraday coordination can provide additional benefits to 
both gas and power sector operations, 

• Evaluate the proposed modeling platform on a case study of real system data, testing the 
benefits of coordination for different penetrations of renewable energy; and 

• Explore the potential benefits of having natural gas nominations move from being time-
invariant (ratable flow) over the course of a day to time-dependent (shaped flow). 

 
This following chapters present the methods and results from three studies related to modeling of 
coordination between power system and natural gas operations. Study 1 (Section 2) proposes a 
new modeling framework for coordination between a steady-state, direct current (DC) unit 
commitment and economic dispatch power systems model and a transient natural gas model, the 
latter of which is needed to capture important dynamics in gas network operations. This 
modeling framework is deployed on test system to evaluate the potential benefits of coordination 
between the two energy systems at the day-ahead levels.  

In Study 2 (Section 3), we expand on the modeling architecture built in the first section to 
evaluate how the inclusion of intraday coordination might benefit system operations, similar to 
those proposed by FERC Order 809. Finally, in Study 3 (Section 4) we extend our modeling 
platform to real system data from Colorado power and gas grids in order to evaluate how 
coordination might impact operations. In addition, we explore the impact of coordination at 
different levels of renewable penetration and under scenarios in which natural gas nominations 
move from being time-invariant (ratable flow) to time-dependent (shaped flow). 

Although this work explores these questions by drawing on data from real power and gas 
networks and by using commercial-grade software to model these systems, it does not capture all 
of the potential infrastructure and market products that gas network operators might use to serve 
demand and interact with power system operators. For example, gas network operators can 
employ firm gas storage, hourly pipeline service products, firm delivery contracts, and additional 
pipeline infrastructure to meet firm transportation contracts and natural gas demand in the face of 
variability. Although hourly variations in gas demand have historically been fairly predictable, 
the increasing use of natural gas for electricity generation couple with higher amounts of variable 
generating resources is likely to introduce additional variation and complexity. This work 
establishes a framework for evaluating one of the tools available to gas and power system 
operators—increased coordination—that can be used to address variability, and future studies 
should explore how additional tools or investments might assist gas operators in managing 
fluctuations in demand. 
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2 Study 1: Development of a Coordination Platform 
2.1 Introduction 
We introduce a coordination platform that consists of a steady-state DC unit commitment and 
economic dispatch model to simulate bulk power system operations and a transient hydraulic 
model to simulate the operation of bulk natural gas pipeline networks. Here, a steady-state 
electricity model combined with a transient natural gas model is appropriate because the 
dynamics of the electricity system are orders of magnitude faster than the dynamics of the 
natural gas system, and our focus is on natural gas system dynamics. The system models are 
implemented in two separate simulation environments, namely PLEXOS [52]—a production cost 
modeling tool for electric power systems—and Scenario Analysis Interface for Energy Systems 
(SAInt) [53–57]—an energy systems integration tool that includes a standalone steady-state and 
transient hydraulic gas simulator. The data exchange between the simulations is conducted by 
an interface that maps the power generation of gas generators in the power system with the 
corresponding fuel offtake points in the gas system. The information exchanged between the 
simulation environments includes the following: 

• Day-ahead and real-time fuel offtakes of gas-fired generators in the electric power system 
• Fuel offtake constraints imposed by the gas network system on the power system that are 

due to pressure restrictions in the gas system.  

2.2 Methods 
Electric transmission networks in the United States are managed by vertically integrated utilities 
and Independent System Operators (ISOs)/Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) 
depending on the region. These entities are responsible for clearing the regional electricity 
market and for scheduling the operation of power system generators to balance power system 
loads. In most U.S. electricity markets, the commitment and dispatch of generators are scheduled 
in two steps, namely, the DA scheduling and the RT balancing. The first step involves clearing 
the DA market eight to twelve hours before the operating day, using a unit commitment (UC) 
model to determine when and which generation units will be operated during the operating day 
and the scheduled generation of these committed units. This is done considering their operational 
costs and constraints, the projected power system loads and reserve requirements. The RT, on the 
other hand, involves clearing the real-time intraday market by solving a real-time UC and ED 
model typically every 5–15 min. 

Gas transport systems, in contrast, are managed by gas transmission companies, which are 
responsible for ensuring reliable and economic operation of the gas transmission system. In a gas 
market, DA and ID bilateral agreements based on steady rated nominations exist between gas 
shippers3 and transmission system operators. The DA nominations are used by gas transmission 
companies to develop a DA operational schedule before the actual operating day, which involves 

 
 
3 Gas shippers generally fall into five categories: (1) municipally-owned or local gas distribution companies with 
native load to serve; (2) gas traders who hold capacity to buy and sell gas for a profit; (3) producer marketers which 
hold capacity to move gas from their production locations to liquid market points (including for export); (4) end-users 
with relatively consistent daily and annual loads; and (5) state-regulated electric utilities which own generation and 
serve native load. All of these shippers make daily nominations to suit their distinct market purposes. 
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determining the cost-optimal settings of controlled facilities, such as compressor stations, 
regulator stations, valves and gas storage facilities and at the same time ensuring pressure limits 
and linepack requirements are fulfilled during the operating day. In RT operation, the control of 
the gas system is adjusted in response to changes in demand and supply based on the evaluation 
of a large set of look-ahead-scenarios using transient hydraulic simulation models, as well as on 
practical operator experience gained from years of observation and associated facility 
maneuvering. In the past, these changes were relatively small and could be managed quite well, 
as most gas customers were local distribution companies (LDC) with firm contracts and 
relatively constant and predictable hourly gas offtakes throughout the operating day. Presently, 
power generation companies account for more than half of total gas offtakes in some market 
regions in the United States. To the extent that power generators have contracts with pipelines, 
these could be either firm or interruptible depending on the availability of capacity. For those 
supplied by LDCs this could be via the LDCs pipeline capacity or some other mechanism. In 
either case, in certain markets gas suppliers could be using secondary capacity rights to deliver to 
the generators, as compared to firm rights. 

In today’s system, gas generators may ramp-up and ramp-down more frequently and 
unexpectedly during operations. This operating mode creates challenges for gas TSOs because 
gas generators may start-up and withdraw gas with short notice, leaving the gas TSO a limited 
amount of time to react to these changes. If this situation occurs in a moment where the gas 
system is in a stressed state, the gas TSO will typically curtail the gas offtakes of customers 
being served with non-firm contracts (e.g., GFPPs or those serving them) or being served by 
secondary rights to maintain reliable system operations and to ensure the delivery of gas to 
customers with firm contracts using primary rights (e.g., LDCs and end-users with firm 
contracts). Such undesired situations could be reduced and/or avoided if changes in power and 
natural gas systems are communicated and coordinated well in advance. 

2.2.1 Power System Model 
Bulk power system operations are simulated by running a production cost model in PLEXOS 
[52], a commercial power system modeling tool. The model solves a mixed integer linear 
optimization problem to optimize unit commitment and economic dispatch decisions subject to 
energy balance, reserve requirements, generation, transmission, and demand constraints. The 
model simulates bulk power system operations by modeling DA commitment decisions and the 
resulting RT generation recommitment and dispatch decisions. This is done by performing two 
simulations, one for DA and one for RT. Day-ahead commitment decisions of electricity 
generators that cannot be recommitted in real time are passed and enforced from the DA 
simulation to the RT simulation. Day-ahead commitments are simulated considering DA load, 
wind power, and solar power forecasts. These can lead to suboptimal commitment decisions, 
especially in situations when net load (load minus wind and solar PV power availability) forecast 
errors are large. When net load is under forecasted, generators that were not committed in the 
DA stage and that have fast startup times (e.g., natural gas combustion turbines) will be 
recommitted and started in real time to meet the electricity load unaccounted for. 

The electricity grid test system is based on the IEEE 118-bus test system, depicted in Figure 2. 
The hourly load profile used is the historical load from the San Diego Gas and Electric balancing 
authority area for the year 2002 [58]. Time-synchronous wind data and forecasts were used from 
areas near San Diego from the Wind Integration National Dataset Toolkit [59]. Time-
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synchronous solar PV power data and forecasts were based on data available from the National 
Solar Radiation Data Base [60] and created in [61]. The test system is designed with an 
electricity generation mix that resembles the current California generation mixture with high 
shares of gas-driven electricity generation capacity. Moreover, the electricity grid test system can 
be modeled under three different scenarios in terms of wind and solar PV power penetration: 
20%, 30%, and 40% in annual energy terms. 

 
Figure 2. Topology of the IEEE 118-Bus power system network. 

Table 1 shows the number of conventional generators included in the modeled test power 
system, as well as their combined installed generation capacity. The model also includes 10 wind 
power plants and 10 solar PV power plants that have different installed generation capacity 
depending on the penetration scenario. 

Table 1. Generation Capacity Mix for Power Test System. 

Generation Type Number of Generators Installed Capacity (MW) 

Natural Gas 25 4,395 

Hydro 4 1,035 

Nuclear 1 238 

Geothermal 2 176 

Biomass 5 76 

Coal 2 52 

Biogas 2 45 

Oil 2 43 
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The 25 gas power plants included in the model are of four types: steam turbine, combined cycle, 
combustion turbine, and internal combustion engine. The first two types are committed in the 
DA simulation due to their longer startup times, while the two latter types can be recommitted in 
the RT simulation. They can all be redispatched in RT, as long as ramping, minimum and 
maximum generation constraints are respected.  

2.2.2 Gas System Model 
The operation of gas networks is inherently dynamic. Demand and supply are constantly 
changing and the imbalance between these two quantities is buffered by the quantity of gas 
stored in pipelines, also referred to as linepack. The linepack is proportional to the average gas 
pressure and gives the gas system additional flexibility to react to short-term fluctuations in 
supply and demand. Thus, knowing the level of linepack and the pressures in the gas transport 
system is crucial for managing the operation of gas network. According to the law of mass 
conservation the linepack in a gas pipeline can only change in time if there is an imbalance 
between total supply and total demand, which is referred to as the flow balance. This, in turn, 
implies that, in order to reflect the changes in linepack, and thus the changes in pipeline pressure, 
a steady state model, where the flow balance is always zero (i.e., total supply is equal total 
demand), is inadequate. Thus, for operational studies, where the time evolution of linepack and 
pressure are crucial, a dynamic model for the gas system is necessary. 

In this study, we reflect the behavior of the gas system by a transient hydraulic model, which is 
implemented in the simulation software SAInt [53]. SAInt contains a model for the most 
important facilities in the gas system, such as pipelines, compressor stations, regulator stations, 
valve stations, underground gas storage facilities, LNG terminals and other entry and exit 
stations. The mathematical models implemented in SAInt have been published in [53–55,62,63], 
where a detailed description and application of the simulation tool are given. Furthermore, the 
accuracy of the transient gas simulation model has been successfully benchmarked against a 
commercial gas simulation tool and other models in the scientific literature [54,55]. 

The topology of the gas network model (GNET90) used in this study is depicted in Figure 3 and 
the basic properties of the network are listed in Table 2. 

The gas model has a total pipe length of 3,734 km, which is subdivided into 90 pipe elements. 
The model includes six compressor stations for increasing the gas pressure for transportation and 
four valve stations for controlling the gas stream, and islanding sections of the network. The pipe 
and non-pipe elements are interconnected at 90 nodes, where gas can be injected or extracted 
from the network. The 90 nodes contain three supply nodes, which include one LNG terminal 
with a working gas inventory of 80 Msm3, two underground gas storage facilities with a total 
working gas inventory of 1,000 Msm3, 46 gas offtake stations, which include 25 GFPPs and 17 
city gate stations (CGS). The minimum delivery pressure at each GFPP is set to 30 bar-g, while 
the minimum pressure at each CGS is set to 16 bar-g. Gas offtake stations with minimum 
delivery pressure limits are subject to gas curtailment if their corresponding nodal pressure 
cannot be maintained above the pressure limit for a given scheduled offtake. The difference 
between the scheduled offtake and the actual delivered quantity are integrated over the 
simulation time window to yield a quantity referred to as gas not supplied (GNS), or energy not 
supplied if multiplied with the gross calorific value (GCV). 
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Figure 3. Topology of the GNET90 gas network. Labels with a red frame are pointing to gas-fired power plant 
(GFPP), labels with a green frame indicate supply nodes, and those with a purple frame underground gas storage 

(UGS) facilities. 

 
Table 2. Properties of the GNET90 Gas Network. 

Property Value Unit 

Nodes 90 n/a 

Pipelines 90 n/a 

Compressor stations 6 n/a 

Valve stations 4 n/a 

Underground gas storage facilities (UGS) 2 n/a 

LNG regasification terminals 1 n/a 

Gas-fired power plants (GFPP) 25 n/a 

City gate stations (CGS) 17 n/a 

Cross-border import (CBI) stations 2 n/a 

Total pipe length 3,734 km 

Total geometric pipe volume 1,539,221 m3 
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Property Value Unit 

Total available compression power 240 MW 

Min. pipe diameter 600 mm 

Max. pipe diameter 900 mm 

Min. elevation 0 (m) 

Max. elevation 1,118 (m) 

Furthermore, the gas system is divided into four subsystems, as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. GNET90 gas network showing the topology of the network with the four defined subsystems. 

The parameters of the subsystems (e.g., linepack and minimum pressure) are used to monitor and 
control the pressure and linepack of specific regions in the network and to change the control 
modes and set points of controlled facilities (e.g., compressor stations and valves) to maintain 
system operating conditions, similar to actual gas network operations. 

2.2.3 Coordination Platform 
The coordination platform is divided into two separate simulators that communicate and 
exchange data through a coordination interface implemented in SAInt, which is depicted in 
Figure 5. 
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The interface is responsible for mapping the hourly fuel offtakes of gas generators in the power 
system model to the corresponding fuel offtake points in the gas model and for transferring the 
hourly fuel offtake constraints computed by the gas simulator back to the corresponding gas 
generators in the power system model. Table 3 shows how the different gas generator objects in 
the power system model are mapped with the fuel gas offtake nodes in the gas system. 

The hourly fuel offtakes of gas generators computed by PLEXOS are given in the energy units of 
mmBtu4 and correspond to the amount of thermal energy required to generate electric energy for 
the given hour. This energy requirement is converted to an equivalent gas flow rate in reference 
conditions by assuming a constant gross calorific value of 38.96 MJ/sm3 for natural gas. 

The simulation of the interdependent energy systems is divided into DA and RT simulations as 
depicted in Figure 6. The DA simulation is first run for the power system and the resulting 
hourly fuel offtake profiles of gas generators are exported from PLEXOS to SAInt via the 
coordination interface (see Figure 5) using the mapping information provided in Table 3. 

The fuel offtake profiles are then used together with the DA load profiles of other gas customers 
and the settings of controlled facilities to run a dynamic simulation of the gas system for the DA 
schedule. To run a dynamic simulation for the gas system, the initial state of the gas system has 
to be known. To obtain an initial state, we first run a steady state simulation and then use the 
solution of the steady state as an initial state to run an intermediate dynamic simulation with 
constant flow profiles, which eventually converges to a steady state condition. The reason for 
running the intermediate dynamic simulation is to ensure the right settings for all compressor 
stations and that constraints violated in the steady state are treated by the solver in the 
intermediate dynamic simulation. The solver does this by changing the control settings of 
affected facilities (e.g., curtailment of offtakes, if pressure violations are detected in the steady 
state simulation). 

 
 
4 Another unit often used in gas trading is the dekatherm (Dth), with 1 Dth = 1 mmBtu. We follow the convention of 
using mmBtu that is common in academic gas modeling literature, but the two are terms are interchangeable.  
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Table 3. Mapping Between Power System Nodes in PLEXOS and Gas System Nodes in SAInt for the 25 Gas-
Fired Generators. 

PLEXOS Generator 
ID 

SAInt-Node 
ID# 

gen04 NO.81 

gen06 NO.82 

gen08 NO.54 

gen10 NO.34 

gen13 NO.72 

gen16 NO.60 

gen19 NO.49 

gen22 NO.65 

gen23 NO.74 

gen25 NO.27 

gen28 NO.70 

gen29 NO.59 

gen30 NO.29 

gen33 NO.76 

gen36 NO.80 

gen37 NO.40 

gen39 NO.35 

gen43 NO.4 

gen44 NO.19 

gen47 NO.12 

gen48 NO.22 

gen50 NO.7 

gen51 NO.0 

gen53 NO.33 

gen54 NO.53 
 

The results of the dynamic gas system simulation include the computed fuel offtake for gas 
generators, which may differ from the scheduled DA fuel offtake profile computed for gas 
generators in the power system model if gas curtailments were necessary to respect pressure 
limits in the gas system. The fuel offtake constraints computed by SAInt can be reported back to 
PLEXOS to recompute the DA power system simulation, which would generate a new unit 
commitment schedule for running the RT power system simulation. 

We differentiate between two different cases which differ in terms of how the information about 
the fuel offtake constraints from the DA gas system simulation are used in the power system 
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simulation. We label these situations Business as Usual (BAU) and DA-Coordination, and they 
are illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively. In the BAU case depicted in Figure 6, the 
fuel offtake constraints from the gas system are not utilized by the power system, while in the 
DA-Coordination case illustrated in Figure 7, the fuel offtake constraints are used to recompute 
the DA power system simulation. This provides new unit commitment solution for the generators 
that is then applied in the RT power system simulation. 

In both cases, the fuel offtake profiles from the RT power system simulation are provided to the 
gas system for running a RT gas system simulation using the same procedure as for the DA 
simulation. The fuel offtake constraints computed for the RT gas system simulation can be sent 
back to the power system to analyze how the coordination between both systems impacted the 
operation of the power system. Although the modeling platform developed here could potentially 
support the exchange of other information (such as natural gas prices), we do not explore 
coordination behind offtakes in this study.  

 
Figure 5. Snapshot of the co-simulation interface implemented into SAInt. 
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Figure 6. Simulation model for Business as Usual scenario. 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Simulation model for DA coordination. 

2.3 Scenarios 
The scenarios used to showcase the differences for the test system of our combined power and 
gas modeling platforms are described in the following subsections. 

2.3.1 Renewable Penetration 
In terms of level of wind and solar PV penetration in the generation mix of the power system, we 
distinguish between three wind and solar penetration levels, 20%, 30%, and 40% in terms of 
annual electricity generation. Figure 8 shows the share of electricity generation from wind, solar 
PV, and natural gas for the four weeks selected for the analysis. The annual penetrations in 
energy terms of variable renewable energy sources in the three scenarios correspond to 20%, 
30% and 40%. The scenarios include higher penetrations of solar PV power than wind power. 
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Table 4 shows the wind and solar power generation capacities for the three renewable 
penetration scenarios. However, for the four weeks selected, the corresponding wind and solar 
PV penetrations do not represent the annual average and are slightly smaller than 20%, 30%, and 
40%. The share of electricity generation from natural gas decreases as variable renewable 
penetration increases because wind and solar PV power displace electricity generation from 
natural gas-fired generators. 

 
Figure 8. Overview of wind, solar and natural gas generation mix for the three studied simulation cases 

considering only the four selected weeks (one per quarter). 
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Table 4. Renewable Generation Installed Capacities in the Different Renewable Penetration Scenarios. 

Renewable Penetration 
Scenario 

Renewable Generation Installed 
Capacity (MW) 

 Solar Wind 

20% 1,114 790 

30% 1,770 1,015 

40% 2,176 1,354 

2.3.2 Season 
The simulation data for the gas and power systems are available for an entire year. However, to 
highlight the differences between the approaches, we select for each quarter of the year the week 
with the highest upward-ramp of gas-fired generators in the power system. The selection is based 
on the frequency and magnitude of upward-ramps. We choose to focus on the weeks with highest 
natural gas offtake ramps as a proxy for weeks that may experience the largest challenges from a 
natural gas network perspective. For each wind and solar penetration level, the following weeks 
were selected for the case studies: 

• Q1: From January 29, 2012, 00:00 to February 5, 2012, 12:00 a.m. 
• Q2: From April 1, 2012, 00:00 to April 8, 2012, 12:00 a.m. 
• Q3: From September 23, 2012, 00:00 to September 30, 2012, 12:00 a.m. 
• Q4: From October 28, 2012, 00:00 to November 4, 2012, 12:00 a.m. 

2.3.3 Level of Coordination 
For each wind and solar PV penetration level and each selected quarter, two different cases in 
terms of level of coordination between the gas and power systems are investigated, which we 
denote as follows: 

• Business as Usual (BAU): Fuel offtake constraints computed from the DA gas system 
simulation are not considered in the power system simulation. DA and RT power system 
simulation do not take the fuel offtake constraints of the gas system into account. 

• DA-Coordination: Fuel offtake constraints computed from the DA gas system 
simulation are considered in the power system simulation. The power system recomputes 
its DA using the fuel offtake constraints and uses the resulting unit commitment schedule 
for the RT simulation. 

The simulation of the gas system requires additional definitions besides the fuel offtake profiles 
received from the power system. For instance, additional definitions of control settings with 
respect to specific conditions in the network. Each simulation in SAInt is modeled as a scenario, 
which has the following properties: 

• Scenario type (steady state, succession of steady state, or dynamic simulation). 
• Scenario time window (simulation start time and end time). 
• Scenario time step (determines the time resolution of the simulation and thus the number 

of time steps computed). 
• Initial State (for a dynamic simulation, an initial state of the gas network is needed). 
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• Scenario schedule and boundary conditions (includes all control settings and flow 
schedules for controlled facilities that may change in time. Settings for controlled 
facilities can be triggered based on certain conditions in the network, e.g., open a valve if 
the pressure in a region is below a certain value or increases/decreases the outlet pressure 
set point of the compressor if the linepack in a region is below/above a specific value). 

2.3.4 Gas System Control Settings 
For all gas system scenarios, we define the following control settings that depend on the 
conditions in the gas system during the simulation run. 

Fuel Offtake Curtailment: For all fuel offtake nodes of gas-fired generators, we define a 
minimum pressure limit of 30 bar-g and for all city gate stations a limit of 16 bar-g. The 
scheduled offtake at these stations will be curtailed such that the pressure limits at the 
corresponding node are not violated. 

Compressor Operations: Compressor Station CS.5 is used for controlling the pressure in 
subsystem GSUB.NORTH. If the minimum pressure in GSUB.NORTH goes below 30 bar-g, 
CS.5 will increase its outlet pressure by 1/15 bar-g/min to restore the pressure level in subsystem 
GSUB.NORTH, thus reducing risk of potential fuel offtake curtailments of gas generators in that 
region, which require a minimum fuel gas pressure of 30 bar-g for operation. Increasing the 
outlet pressure, however, comes with a cost, as the compression of gas requires energy from the 
driver. Thus, to reduce the energy consumption in times of reduced loads, we define an 
additional conditional control for CS.5, which reduces the outlet pressure set point by 1/15 bar-
g/min if the minimum pressure in GSUB.NORTH is above 32 bar-g. 

LNG Terminal Operations: LNG terminal NO.10 has a limited quantity of LNG in its storage 
tank, which is regasified and injected into the network. If the working inventory of the terminal 
is depleted, the terminal cannot inject gas into the network and has to shut down, until it is 
supplied with LNG from a LNG vessel. SAInt is able to model and schedule the arrival of LNG 
vessels and the discharge of LNG from the vessel to the LNG storage tank by defining the 
arriving time and size of the LNG vessel and the discharge rate. In all studied scenarios, the 
arrival of LNG vessels at NO.10 is scheduled every third and sixth day at 6:00 a.m. after the start 
of the simulation with an arriving vessel size of 40,000 m3 of LNG and a discharge rate of 120 
m3/min. 

Valve Operations: The shutdown of LNG terminal NO.10, due to the depleted working inventory 
may cause pressure reductions in the surrounding market area, which may eventually lead to 
curtailments of scheduled fuel offtakes from customers in that area, in particular, GFPPs. To 
avoid this undesired situation, we define control mode changes for valve station VA.1 that 
connects subsystem GSUB.SOUTH with GSUB.EAST. If the LNG terminal is not supplying the 
network with gas (i.e., control mode is OFF) and the minimum pressure in GSUB.EAST is 
below 30 bar-g, valve station VA.1 should open, while, if the LNG terminal is operating and the 
minimum pressure in the subsystem is above 32 [bar-g], the station should close in order to 
reduce the energy consumption of the upstream compressor station. 

In addition to the control settings explained above, the simulation parameters and gas properties 
listed in Table 5 are applied for all studied scenarios. The time step for the dynamic simulation is 
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set to 30 minutes; however, the time resolution is adapted by the dynamic time step adaptation 
method implemented into SAInt if rapid transients occur in the course of the simulation. 

Table 5. Input Parameter for Transient Simulation of GNET90 Gas Network Model. 

Parameter Symbol Value Unit 

time step ∆t 1,800 s 

total simulation time tmax 168 H 

isothermal gas temperature T 288.15 K 

dynamic viscosity η 10−5 kg/m·s 

reference pressure pn 1.01325 bar 

reference temperature Tn 288.15 K 

critical pressure pcrit 45 bar 

critical temperature Tcrit 193.7 K 

relative density d 0.6 n/a 

gross calorific value GCV 38.96 MJ/sm3 

2.4 Results 
Having developed a platform for coordination of power and gas networks, we examine the value 
of considering natural gas network constraints on the DA power plants commitment decisions. In 
this section, we present the results of a case study that highlights the differences between 
coordinating the gas and power systems operation at these timeframes with the current practice 
of limited to no coordination. 

2.4.1 System-wide results 
In the following section, we discuss aggregated results for the computed scenarios, which are 
illustrated in Figure 9 and Figure 10. Figure 9 compares the total aggregated gas not supplied 
(GNS) for the four quarters for the three studied wind and solar PV penetration levels and for the 
coordination level (BAU and DA-Coordination). As can be seen, the GNS for BAU is more than 
twice as high as for DA-Coordination for all wind and solar PV penetration levels, which means 
the coordination between the gas and power system reduced significantly the curtailment of 
offtakes in the gas system. Furthermore, the level of offtake curtailment in the gas system 
decreases with increasing wind and solar PV penetration, though one would expect the opposite, 
as an increased wind & solar PV penetration level is expected to increase the number of upward 
and downward ramp cycles, thus affecting pressure limits in the gas system. However, a reason 
for the observation could be that a higher wind and solar PV penetration level means less average 
fuel offtake of gas-fired generators, which also means less stress and higher average pressures in 
the gas system, which in turn makes the gas system less sensitive to potential fuel offtake ramps 
of gas-fired generators to back up wind and solar PV sources. Working opposite to this trend is 
the fact that at higher variable renewable energy penetrations, net load ramps are larger and these 
can cause more frequent natural gas pipeline network constraints on power plants’ natural gas 
offtake, particularly if those ramps are not anticipated. 
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The reduced curtailments in the gas system in the DA-Coordination case also positively 
impacted the total energy consumption of compressor stations in the gas system independent of 
the wind and solar PV penetration level, as illustrated in Figure 10. The total energy 
consumption for the BAU scenario is always roughly 10% higher than in the DA-Coordination 
case. 

 
Figure 9. Gas not supplied in the BAU and Day-Ahead (DA) Coordination case. Aggregated results for four 

weeks (one per quarter) with highest system-wide natural gas offtake ramps. 
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Figure 10. Total energy consumption of gas compressor stations in the Business-as-Usual and 

DA Coordination case. Aggregated results for four weeks (one per quarter) with highest system-wide natural 
gas offtake ramps. 

2.4.2 Highlighted Examples 
Below are a few specific examples of behavior at specific generator, gas offtake nodes, and 
compressors: 

2.4.2.1 Fuel Offtake Curtailment 
Figure 11 shows an example of fuel offtake curtailment at node NO.80 of gas generator gen36 
for the DA gas system simulation for Q1 and for a 20% renewable penetration level. The top plot 
shows the time evolution of the nodal pressure, the middle plot compares the time evolution of 
the scheduled offtake profile (i.e., profile received from the results for the DA power system 
simulation in PLEXOS) to the actual offtake profile (i.e., offtake profile computed by the DA gas 
system simulation in SAInt considering the operation and pressure limits in the gas system) and 
the bottom plot is the cumulative quantity of gas not supplied from the start of the simulation 
(i.e., the integral of the area between the green (scheduled offtake, NO.80.QSET) an blue curve 
(actual offtake, NO.80.Q) in the middle plot). As can be seen, the scheduled offtake is curtailed 
whenever the pressure in node NO.80 reaches the pressure limit of 30 bar-g. 
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Figure 11. Time evolution of pressure, scheduled offtake (QSET), actual offtake (Q), and cumulative gas not 
supplied for fuel offtake node NO.80 of gas generator gen36 for DA simulation for Q1 and for a 20% wind 

and solar penetration. 

2.4.2.2 Compressor Operations 
The conditional control prescribed to compressor station CS.5 is illustrated in Figure 12 for the 
DA gas system simulation for Q1 and for a 20% variable renewable penetration level. The top 
plot shows the time evolution of the minimum pressure in subsystem GSUB.NORTH, while the 
center and bottom plot show the time evolution of the outlet pressure and the driver power for 
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compressor station CS.5 respectively. As can be seen, the outlet pressure of the compressor 
station increases linearly if the minimum pressure in GSUB.NORTH decreases below 30 bar-g 
and decreases linearly if the minimum pressure in GSUB.NORTH increases above 32 bar-g. 
Furthermore, the energy consumption of the compressor station increases if the outlet pressure 
increases and decreases if the outlet pressure decreases. 

 
Figure 12. Time evolution of minimum pressure in subsystem GSUB.NORTH and outlet pressure and driver 

power for compressor station CS.5 for DA simulation for Q1 and for a 20% wind and solar penetration. 
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2.4.2.3 LNG Terminal Operations 
We also consider the working inventory of LNG terminal NO. 10 for the DA gas system 
simulation for Q1 and for a 20% variable renewable penetration level. The inventory decreases 
almost linearly right from the start of the simulation until the working inventory is depleted, 
which causes the station to stop its gas supply to the network. The terminal resumes its gas 
supply after the arrival of the first vessel on 1 February, at 6:00 a.m. The LNG transported by the 
vessel is discharged and relocated to the storage tanks in the terminal as can be seen in the 
increasing working inventory after the arrival of the vessel. The discharge process takes 
approximately 5.5 h, and then the inventory starts decreasing again until the second vessel 
arrives. 

2.4.2.4 Valve Operations 
Figure 13 shows how the conditional control setting for valve station VA.1 is respected in the 
simulation for the DA gas system simulation for Q1 and for a 20% variable renewable 
penetration level, where the minimum pressure in subsystem GSUB.EAST and the control and 
flow rate of valve station VA.1 is plotted over time. As can be seen, the valve station is opened 
(i.e., control mode BP) and supplies gas to GSUB.EAST if the minimum pressure in the 
subsystem is below the defined pressure threshold.
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Figure 13. Time evolution of minimum pressure in subsystem GSUB.EAST and control mode and flow rate at 

valve station VA.1 for DA simulation for Q1 and for a 20% wind and solar penetration. 
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2.5 Summary of Study 1 
In this part of our study, we developed a coordination platform to assess the operation and 
interdependence of natural gas and power transmission networks. The platform consisted of a 
steady state DC unit commitment and economic dispatch model to simulate bulk power system 
operations and a transient model to simulate the operation of bulk natural gas pipeline networks. 
The models were implemented in two separate simulation environments, namely the production 
cost modeling tool PLEXOS for electric power systems and the transient hydraulic gas system 
simulator SAInt. The data exchange and communication between both energy system models 
were established by an interface that mapped the power generation of gas generators in the 
power system to the corresponding fuel offtake points in the gas system. 

The coordination platform was applied on a case study on an interconnected gas and power 
transmission network test system to examine to what extent the DA coordination between gas 
and power TSOs might impact the efficiency and reliability of the coupled energy systems. The 
two networks were interconnected at 25 gas-fired power plants, which represented generation 
units in the power system and gas offtake points in the gas system. The study was divided into 
three dimensions, namely, the level of variable renewable penetration, the period under 
consideration with the highest upward and downward ramp of gas generators, and, finally, the 
level of coordination between the gas and power system networks (DA coordination and no 
coordination between both energy networks). The results indicate that DA coordination between 
gas and power system networks contributes to a significant reduction in curtailed gas during 
high-stress periods (e.g., large gas offtake ramps) and up to a 9% reduction in gas consumption 
at gas compressor stations, for the combined test system examined here. This has implications 
for real natural gas and power systems where such significant reductions in natural gas 
curtailment and natural gas compression energy consumption reductions would lead to 
significant economic and reliability benefits to the both the natural gas and power systems. 
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3 Study 2: Valuing Intraday Coordination of Electric 
Power and Natural Gas System Operations  

3.1 Introduction 
Recognizing the need for enhanced power and gas coordination, FERC released Order 809 in 
April 2015 [13]. It made two major changes to improve power and gas coordination. Firstly, it 
shifted forward the first DA market (or nomination cycle) for natural gas so gas-fired generators 
in some markets could nominate gas offtakes while knowing their electricity generation 
schedule. Secondly, it added an extra ID gas nomination cycle so ID nominations by gas-fired 
generators could better reflect updated forecasts and operational conditions in the power system. 
In turn, power system operations can better reflect operational conditions and fuel deliverability 
constraints of the gas system, potentially yielding operational cost and reliability benefits. 

A large amount of the literature has explored some of the benefits of coordinated markets for test 
systems [11,21–23,25,29,30,33,36,40]. For example, previous work by [47] quantifies economic 
and power and gas system reliability benefits of four different levels of coordination in DA 
scheduling, ranging from enhanced gas system scheduling disconnected from power system 
scheduling to enhanced gas system scheduling fully integrated with power system scheduling. 
Using a test system, they find high levels of coordination can eliminate pressure violations in the 
gas system at moderate to large increases in dispatch costs. Another study quantifies the value of 
DA coordination between power and gas systems by co-simulating a fully dynamic gas model 
and a DC unit commitment and economic dispatch power model [40]. They find DA 
coordination yields a 50% reduction by volume in gas offtake curtailments by generators due to 
gas network constraints.  

Notably, this prior research focuses on DA coordination, but FERC Order 809 pertains to DA 
and ID coordination. Better understanding the value of ID coordination would improve 
understanding of the value of Order 809 and near-term follow-on policy opportunities. 
Additionally, ID coordination will likely become increasingly important as wind and solar PV 
penetrations increase, as ID forecast errors at high penetrations could result in significant 
unexpected swings in gas offtakes. Consequently, we test the sensitivity of our results to high 
wind and solar PV penetrations to better understand the long-term value of ID coordination.  

In this section, we aim to better understand the value of improved ID coordination between 
electric power and natural gas systems. To do so, we model coordinated operations of an 
interconnected power and natural gas test system. In coordinated operations, we schedule and 
operate each system separately but coordinate their operations by running a transient hydraulic 
simulation of the natural gas network to check for gas deliverability constraints given an optimal 
power system schedule or dispatch, and we then reoptimize the power system given any such gas 
deliverability constraints. We quantify economic and reliability benefits of ID coordination by 
quantifying total power system production costs, power system prices, non-served gas, and RT 
redispatch of gas-fired generators due to gas deliverability constraints. 
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3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Electric Power and Gas System Coordination Platform 
We build on the coordination platform outlined in Section 2, which optimizes power system 
operations at hourly intervals and simulates gas system operations at 30-minute intervals. For the 
power system, we optimize DA operations for a 24-hour optimization horizon plus a 24-hour 
look-ahead window, ID operations for a 6-hour optimization horizon plus a 12-hour look-ahead 
window, and RT operations for a 1-hour optimization horizon plus a 2-hour look-ahead window 
(described in additional detail below). For the gas system, we simulate DA and ID operations for 
the same length as the optimization horizon plus look-ahead window that we use for the power 
system and simulate RT operations for a 1-hour horizon. Because we simulate (rather than 
optimize) gas network operations (see Section 2.2.2 for details), look-ahead windows are 
unnecessary, but we match the lengths of power and gas runs in the day-ahead and ID markets to 
coordinate their operations. Our ID optimization horizon, which corresponds to 4 ID markets per 
day, represents a compromise between current ID operations of the power and gas networks that 
could be achieved in the near-term. Specifically, it corresponds to adding an extra ID gas market 
and synchronizing timing between power and gas systems. The co-simulation platform 
interleaves DA, ID, and RT operations, such that RT operations of the power and gas systems 
provide the initial conditions for subsequent power and gas system operations, as shown Figure 
14 and Figure 15. 

The coordination platform coordinates power and gas system operations in DA, ID, and RT 
markets. To coordinate power and gas systems, we first optimize power system operations to 
minimize total power system production costs (sum of variable operation and maintenance, fuel, 
and startup costs) while ignoring gas system constraints. From those optimized power system 
operations, we extract hourly fuel offtakes for each gas-fired generator and then input those 
offtakes to a dynamic gas simulation that accounts for transient hydraulics. This gas simulation 
returns maximum fuel offtakes the gas system can provide to each gas-fired generator. These 
maximum fuel offtakes can indicate one of two situations. They might be less than fuel offtakes 
output by the prior power system optimization, indicating gas-system-driven curtailment of gas-
fired generators relative to the economically optimal power system dispatch that ignores gas 
system constraints. Or they might be equal to fuel offtakes output by the prior power system 
optimization, indicating no curtailment of gas-fired generators relative to the economically 
optimal power system dispatch. Consequently, when we again dispatch the power system 
(“coordinated dispatch”), we limit gas-fired generators’ fuel offtakes to the maximum offtakes 
output by the gas simulation for curtailed generators, and we allow the optimization to increase 
or decrease fuel offtakes for non-curtailed generators. This process captures how gas network 
limitations might require increases or decreases in gas-fired generators’ operations and reflects 
separate operation of power and gas systems. It also expands on our previous work (presented in 
Section 1 of this report) where we only model DA coordination and only limit gas offtakes 
(rather than allowing increased generation at non-curtailed generators) [40].  
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Figure 14. Schematic of coordination platform for electric power and gas system for each week analyzed nDA 
indicates the day, whereas nID and nRT indicate the ID and RT run number within each day. IID indicates the total 

number of coordinated iterations, so equals 0 and 1 when not coordinating and coordinating ID operations 
respectively. iDA, iID, and iRT indicate the coordinated iteration number. 

In the coordination platform, moving from DA to ID and from ID to RT has two effects: (1) 
wind and solar PV forecasts are updated, and (2) commitments of some electric generators are 
fixed. With respect to forecast improvements, we assume a 50% uniform improvement in wind 
and solar PV electricity generation forecasts from DA to ID, and then a 100% improvement from 
ID to RT. In other words, we assume perfect wind and solar PV generation forecasts in the RT 
market, meaning that the predicted amount of available wind and solar PV generation in the RT 
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market is exactly the amount that would actually be available. With respect to commitments, 
depending on the generator type and associated flexibility, generators’ commitments may be 
fixed to DA commitments or may be recommitted in the ID and/or RT markets. We fix DA 
commitments of biomass, coal, and gas steam turbines (relatively inflexible generators) in ID 
and RT markets, and fix ID commitments of natural gas combined cycle and biogas facilities 
(relatively flexible generators) in RT markets. 

3.2.2 Market Horizons and Linkages 
Figure 15 depicts interconnections between DA, ID, and RT power and gas model runs. After the 
first period, all DA, ID, and RT runs are initialized with coordinated RT run results. 
Coordination entails passage of fuel offtakes from the power system optimization to the gas 
system model and then passage of maximum fuel offtakes from the gas system simulation to the 
power system model. Note that as explained in the main text, these max fuel offtakes indicate 
which power plants we curtail and which we allow to increase (or decrease) their power output. 
Unit commitment decisions from DA and ID runs are passed to ID and RT runs respectively. 
Note that after each RT coordinated power system optimization (light blue boxes), we pass 
resulting fuel offtakes to SAInt again to determine non-served natural gas. 
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Figure 15. Diagram showing horizons and linkages between DA, ID, and RT markets. Adjacent to each 

market label (DA, ID, or RT) are two sets of numbers, one outside and one within parentheses (e.g., DAx(y)). 
The number outside parentheses (x in DAx(y)) indicates hours included in the optimization horizon, while the number 

within parentheses (y in DAx(y)) indicates hours included in the look-ahead horizon. Dark and light blue boxes 
indicate optimization of power system operations using PLEXOS, with dark and light blue boxes indicate 

uncoordinated and coordinated optimizations respectively. Red boxes indicate simulation of gas system operations 
using SAInt. Arrows between boxes indicate data passed from the prior to next model run. Black arrows indicate 

passage of information related to fuel offtakes, maximum fuel offtakes, or unit commitments on an hourly basis for 
the entire horizon, while gray arrows indicate passage of initial conditions. 

3.2.3 Test System 
For our test system, we use a modified version of the IEEE 118-bus test system described in 
Section 2.2 [40]. The 118-bus test system includes 186 transmission lines interconnecting the 
118 electrical buses in a single region. With respect to power system data, we augment the 118-
bus test system with additional wind and solar PV generators and synchronous load, wind, and 
solar PV data. By adding wind and solar PV generators, we achieve a system with a moderate 
wind and solar PV penetration (22% by installed capacity), better representing real-world power 
systems in the United States [64–66]. Hourly electricity demand comes from San Diego Gas and 
Electric (SDGE), while time-synchronous wind and solar PV forecasted and realized electricity 
generation come from the Wind Integration National Dataset Toolkit and the National Solar 
Radiation Database for sites close to SDGE’s service territory [40,59,67]. Table 6 summarizes 
installed capacity by fuel type. Of the 25 natural gas-fired plants, 11 (2.4 GW) are combined 
cycle, 11 (1.6 GW) are combustion turbine, and the remaining 3 (0.4 GW) are steam turbine or 
internal combustion engine.  
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Table 6. Number and Total Installed Capacity of Power Plants by Fuel Type in Test System. 

Power Plant Fuel Type Number of Power Plants Total Installed Capacity (MW) 

Natural Gas 25 4,395 

Hydro 4 1,035 

Solar 10 999 

Wind 10 704 

Nuclear 1 238 

Geothermal 2 176 

Biomass 5 76 

Coal 2 52 

Biogas 2 45 

Oil 2 43 

Total 63 7,763 

We also augment the 118-bus test system by adding a natural gas network, which includes 90 
nodes, 90 pipelines, 6 compressor stations, 4 valve stations, 2 underground gas storage facilities 
with a total working inventory of 1,000 Msm3, 3 supply nodes including 1 liquified natural gas 
regasification (LNG) terminal with a working gas inventory of 80 Msm3, and 17 city gate 
stations with hourly demand profiles. Of total gas consumption of roughly 86 million mmBtu in 
our system, city gate stations account for most gas consumption (62%), followed by gas-fired 
generators (roughly 16% but varies with versus without ID coordination), industry (14%), and 
exports (8%). With respect to supply, underground storage accounts for most (52%), followed by 
imports (32%) and the LNG terminal (16%). 

We connect all 25 gas-fired power plants in the power system to the gas network. In total, the gas 
pipelines span 3,700 km and vary in diameter from 600 to 900 mm, and the compressor stations 
have a total available compression power of 240 MW. City gate stations and gas-fired power 
plants have minimum delivery pressures of 16 and 30 bar-g respectively. We assume a constant 
gross calorific value of 41.25 MJ/sm3 for natural gas.  

3.2.4 Power System Modeling 
We optimize power system operations in the DA, ID, and RT markets with a unit commitment 
and economic dispatch (UCED) model in PLEXOS [52,68]. The UCED model minimizes power 
system operational costs subject to several constraints, including energy balance, reserve 
requirements, generator, and transmission constraints. We represent the transmission system 
using a DC-OPF approximation with fixed shift factors. We run the day-ahead UCED using 
forecasted wind and solar PV electricity generation, the real-time UCED using realized wind and 
solar PV electricity generation, and the intraday UCED with an assumed uniform improvement 
from forecasted to realized wind and solar PV electricity generation of 50% [69,70]. When 
determining coordinated power and gas operations, natural gas-fired generators are also subject 
to maximum fuel offtake constraints determined by gas system simulations in DA and ID runs.  
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3.2.5 Gas System Modeling 
To capture the inherently dynamic operations of the gas network, we simulate transient 
hydraulics of the gas network using SAInt [53], which has been extensively validated and 
benchmarked [54,71]. The transient hydraulic pipeline model in SAInt is based on a system of 
one-dimensional nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equations, derived from the laws of 
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy as well as the real gas law. The gas 
compressibility factor is computed from the Papay equation whereas the friction factor is 
calculated using the equations derived by Hofer [55]. In addition, SAInt models the control and 
constraints of the most important controllable facilities in the natural gas system, including gas 
compressor stations, metering and pressure reduction stations, underground gas storage facilities, 
and gas entry and exit stations. Users customize control and interactions between these facilities 
using an event-based control mode logic [54,55,71].  

Through this dynamic simulation, we capture how constant changes in supply and demand affect 
pipeline pressures and linepack, the latter of which buffers short-term imbalances between 
supply and demand. Conversely, steady-state models of gas network operations [29,30] poorly 
approximate actual operations by assuming a zero-flow balance (i.e., total gas supply equals total 
gas demand), so we do not use them here. By simulating transient hydraulics, we solve a gas 
flow rather than optimal gas flow problem. This simulation of gas pipeline operations given 
certain constraints reflects common practice in the natural gas industry, which unlike the power 
sector does not typically use production cost optimization to determine operations and dispatch. 
Additionally, capturing transient behavior of gas networks within an optimization problem is the 
subject of ongoing research, particularly at real-world scales [48]. Given the applied nature of 
our research, we therefore chose not to solve for an optimal gas flow. To balance computational 
requirements with capturing the relatively slow response time of gas networks in our dynamic 
simulation, we use a time step of 30 minutes. Transient hydraulic simulation requires initial 
conditions, which we obtain from the prior simulation after the first period. For the first period, 
we initialize the simulation with a quasi-steady-state simulation.  

3.2.6 Quantifying Value of Improved Intraday Coordination  
To quantify the value of greater ID coordination between gas and electric power systems, we 
compare RT power and gas system metrics with and without ID coordination (i.e., when ID 
power system operations are and are not constrained by natural gas availability per ID gas 
network operations). We conduct our analysis for four weeks of the year, the one week per 
season that has the highest upward ramp in gas-fired generation (a proxy for power and gas 
coordination challenges) as determined by prior work [40]. Table 7 summarizes demand each 
week and Figure 16 provides the timeseries of hourly electricity demand for each week of our 
analysis. SDGE has a relatively flat seasonal demand profile, which might lead us to 
underestimate the value of ID coordination in systems with significant seasonal demand 
differences.  
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Table 7. Key Electricity Demand Values by Week. Wind and Solar Generation and Net Demand Descriptors 
Assume Dispatched Wind and Solar Generation Equal Maximum Potential Wind And Solar Generation, 

Although Our Used Model Permits Curtailment. 

Week 1/29/2012 4/1/2012 9/23/2012 10/28/2012 

Demand (MWh) 334,930 320,760 405,710 341,130 

Net Demand (MWh) 276,650 221,660 347,340 288,510 

Wind + Solar Generation (% of Demand) 17 31 41 15 

Peak Demand (MW) 2,970 2,750 3,790 3,010 

Peak Net Demand (MW) 2,940 2,640 3,680 2,990 

Max Demand Ramp Up (MW/h) 350 270 340 430 

Max Demand Ramp Down (MW/h) -300 -280 -330 -300 

Max Net Demand Ramp Up (MW/h) 560 370 290 430 

Max Net Demand Ramp Down (MW/h) -330 -330 -370 -300 

Max Wind + Solar Penetration (% of Demand) 53 79 35 44 

 
Figure 16. Time series of electricity demand in each week of our analysis. 

3.2.7 Sensitivity Analyses 
Given increasing penetrations of wind and solar power in most U.S. power systems, we test the 
sensitivity of our results to two key renewable parameters. First, we double hourly wind and 
solar PV installed capacity on our system from a combined 22% to 44% of total installed 
capacity. Second, we increase the ID renewable generation forecast improvement from 50% to 
80%. 

3.3  Results 

3.3.1 Findings on Intraday Coordination 
Across weeks and with and without ID coordination, we observe no non-served or dump energy 
or reserve shortages in real time in the power system, indicating supply and demand are in 
balance on an hourly basis and reserve requirements are completely fulfilled. Table 8 provides 
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generation by fuel type summed across all weeks, which largely does not change with or without 
ID coordination. Natural gas provides over half of the generation mix, followed by nuclear, solar, 
wind, and hydropower. Oil provides negligible electricity generation.  

Table 8. Rough Share of Generation by Fuel Type as a Percentage of Total Generation (1,403 GWh). 

Fuel Type Share of Total 
Generation (%) 

Natural Gas 55 

Solar 11 

Nuclear 10 

Wind 8 

Geothermal 7 

Hydro 5 

Biogas 2 

Coal 1 

Biomass 1 

Oil 0 

Figure 17 illustrates how ID coordination changes RT generation by fuel type. In the week 
beginning April 1, or the week with the least electricity demand, ID coordination has no effect on 
generation by fuel type, indicating negligible gas network constraints in that week with or 
without ID coordination. In the remaining three weeks, ID coordination results in more natural 
gas-fired generation, mostly at the expense of more-expensive biomass-fired generation.  
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Figure 17. Change in RT electricity generation by week and fuel type with versus without ID coordination. 

Generation changes for all fuel types equal zero in the week beginning April 1, and generation changes for nuclear, 
wind, solar, and hydropower equal zero for all weeks. Generation changes for a given fuel type and week equal less 

than 1% of total weekly demand (see Table 7). 

To better understand these observed changes in generation by fuel type, we quantify Figure 18 
(top) how ID coordination changes redispatch of gas-fired generation during RT coordination, or 
the change in gas-fired generation during RT dispatch after accounting for gas network 
constraints. Regardless of ID coordination, numerous generators experience some redispatch 
during RT operations in response to gas network constraints. One generator, gen04, accounts for 
most redispatch, as it experiences significantly more gas delivery constraints than other 
generators. In response to curtailments at gen04 and other generators, some gas-fired generators 
increase their generation. Conducting ID coordination reduces redispatch due to RT coordination 
of nearly all generators. For instance, gen04 and gen36 experience roughly 50% and 10% 
respectively, of the redispatch changes due to ID coordination. By reducing curtailments, ID 
coordination also reduces the need for increased generation by other generators. Viewing 
redispatch by week rather than by generator (Figure 18, bottom) indicates ID coordination 
reduces redispatch of gas-fired generators during RT coordination in each week.  
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Figure 18. Change in gas-fired generation from RT pre- to post-coordination dispatch when ID power and 

gas coordination is performed (blue bars) and is not performed (red bars). The change in gas-fired generation is 
aggregated across weeks by generator (top) and across generators by week (bottom). 

Figure 18 indicates how gas-fired generation changes in the RT market from the first to second 
power system dispatch after accounting for gas network constraints. However, because we 
approach this problem using a coordination platform that accounts for the full dynamics of the 
natural gas system, we can also account for natural gas offtakes resulting from the second 
(“coordinated”) dispatch which might still not be fully deliverable due to gas network 
constraints. The quantity of this “non-served gas” is quantified in Figure 19. Non-served gas 
varies significantly across weeks, ranging from roughly nothing in the week with the least 
electricity demand to 225 thousand mmBtu (roughly 1% of total gas demand) in the week with 
the greatest electricity demand. In the three weeks with non-served gas, ID coordination reduces 
it by 65% or greater, indicating significant benefits of ID coordination for reducing gas network 
constraints in real time.  
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Figure 19. Non-served natural gas, or natural gas offtakes by gas-fired generators that cannot be delivered by 

the gas network, summed across generators by week with and without ID coordination. No non-served 
natural gas occurs in either coordination scenario in the week beginning April 1. 

We quantify two types of monetary benefits that arise from ID coordination reducing RT gas 
network constraints. First, constraints can reduce the overall quantity of delivered gas, reducing 
revenues earned by the pipeline operator or gas supplier. In our analysis, ID coordination reduces 
total non-served gas by roughly 200 thousand mmBtu, which would increase revenues of the 
entities delivering that gas by $300,000 to $1,000,000 at gas prices of $1.5–$5/mmBtu, 
respectively5. Second, RT gas network constraints can result in start-up and operation of out-of-
merit generators, increasing costs relative to a situation where no gas network constraints 
existed. By reducing RT gas network constraints (as demonstrated above), ID coordination can 
mitigate these cost increases by reducing RT out-of-merit start-ups and dispatches. Figure 20 
illustrates RT total power system production costs with and without ID coordination by week. In 
the week beginning April 1, total power system production costs do not change, as no gas 
network constraints exist and ID coordination has no effect on operations that week. In all other 
weeks, ID coordination reduces total power system production costs by 1%–4%. Of those 
production cost reductions, 15%–25% are due to start-up cost reductions and 75%–85% are due 
to variable generation cost reductions.  

 
 
5 This range roughly corresponds to projections from the EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook for the high and low gas price 
scenarios through 2020 after converting to $2020 [2]. At the time of this writing, Henry Hub gas prices were $2.4 per 
mmBtu. 
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Figure 20. Total RT power system production costs with and without ID coordination by week. 

3.3.2 Sensitivity Analyses 
We test the sensitivity of our results to two key parameters: (1) an 80% (instead of 50%) forecast 
improvement for wind and solar generation from DA to ID market and (2) a doubling of wind 
and solar PV installed capacity from a combined 22% to 44% of total installed capacity.  

3.3.2.1 Sensitivity to 80% Forecast Improvement 
Figure 21 depicts RT total power system production costs and non-served natural gas for an 
assumed 80% uniform forecast improvement for wind and solar PV generation from the DA to 
ID. At an 80% ID wind and solar PV forecast improvement, ID coordination reduces non-served 
gas by 2–20 percentage points more than at a 50% ID forecast improvement, as the greater 
forecast improvement enables better ID commitment decisions of gas-fired generators. 
Consequently, non-served gas with ID coordination is 50%–99% less at an 80% forecast 
improvement than at a 50% forecast improvement. In fact, ID coordination with an 80% 
renewable generation forecast improvement eliminates non-served gas in one week and nearly 
eliminates it in the two others week. Thus, we find the value of ID coordination improves with 
better ID forecasts. We do not observe a similar benefit for reducing power system production 
costs, which are less than 1% different between forecast improvement values with and without 
ID coordination.  
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Figure 21. Total RT power system production costs (left) and non-served natural gas summed across 

generators (right) by week with and without ID coordination by week assuming a uniform 80% (instead of 
50%) forecast improvement for wind and solar generation from DA to ID market. 

3.3.2.2 Sensitivity to Doubling Renewable Capacity 
Figure 22 depicts the same types of results for a doubling of wind and solar PV installed capacity 
from a combined 22% to 44% of total installed capacity. Doubling renewable energy generation 
capacity reduces power system production costs (by roughly 20%) and non-served gas (by 
greater than 75%) regardless of ID coordination because of renewable energy’s low generation 
costs and reduced need for gas-fired generation. Intraday coordination yields similar reductions 
(in percentage terms) in power system production costs at both renewable generation levels. 
Conversely, ID coordination reduces non-served gas by 15–30 percentage points more at the 
higher renewable generation level, such that it virtually eliminates non-served gas in two weeks 
and nearly eliminates it in the other week. These results highlight greater gas network congestion 
benefits of ID coordination with less overall gas network utilization. 
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Figure 22. Total RT power system production costs (left) and non-served natural gas summed across 

generators (right) by week with and without ID coordination by week in the doubled renewable energy 
scenario. 

3.4 Summary of Study 2  
In this work, we coordinate power and gas operations by optimizing power system dispatch and 
simulating natural gas flows using a dynamic gas network model. We found significant benefits 
from ID coordination through reduced RT redispatch of gas-fired generators and through reduced 
increased gas deliverability to natural gas generators. Both metrics indicate ID coordination 
reduces RT gas network constraints and unexpected curtailment of gas-fired generators. Reduced 
RT deliverability constraints, in turn, facilitate increased revenues for pipeline operators and/or 
gas marketers and reduced total power system production costs, yielding consumer benefits. Via 
sensitivity analysis, we found greater reductions in gas network constraints with better ID 
renewable energy forecasts and at greater renewable energy penetrations, suggesting greater 
value of ID coordination with ongoing renewable growth.  

The benefits of ID coordination will likely vary with the flexibility of the power and gas systems 
in question. In gas systems, market-area gas storage and gas storage co-located with gas-fired 
generators can provide significant flexibility. In our gas system, roughly 50% of the supplied gas 
came from underground storage facilities. Systems with less available storage could experience 
greater benefits of ID coordination. In power systems, flexibility is often derived from gas-fired 
generators, but it could instead be sourced from other technologies such as electricity storage and 
demand response or from dual-fuel capabilities. Storage and demand response penetrations will 
likely increase to compensate for variability in renewable energy generation in low-carbon 
systems [72]. In so doing, these technologies might also mitigate gas network constraints. Many 
generators already use dual-fuel capabilities, but they could be more widely adopted to mitigate 
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short-term gas network delivery concerns. Future research should explore how the value of 
coordination interacts with the flexibility of each system.  

The motivation for this analysis was to understand the benefits of an added ID market per FERC 
Order 809, which generally aims to improve ID gas and electricity coordination. Our results 
indicate Order 809 will likely yield gas deliverability and cost benefits. As gas and electric 
power systems become increasingly intertwined, these benefits might increase and place further 
importance on ID coordination. Other policies and regulations that facilitate coordination 
between electricity and natural gas network planners and operators will likely become more 
valuable in terms of economics and reliability as penetrations of natural gas-fired and variable 
renewable energy shares of electricity generation increase in power systems in the United States 
and around the world. Future research should quantify the benefits of ID coordination on a real 
interconnected power and gas system, which would yield a better overall analysis of FERC 
Order 809 benefits.  

Several other opportunities for future research exist. First, to address concerns regarding 
sufficient flexibility in the natural gas system to support large changes in fuel offtakes at high 
renewable penetrations, future research should analyze dynamic natural gas system operations 
under large unexpected deviations in wind and solar PV generation from forecasts. Second, 
while we employ a fully dynamic gas network simulation, other research has used simplified 
representations of the gas network through linearization and omitted features. Future research 
should quantify when and to what extent these two approaches produce diverging results. 
Finally, this research focuses on operations that do not involve contingencies (e.g., losses of 
transmission lines or generators). Future research should quantify the extent to which ID 
coordination could mitigate the consequences of these actions. 
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4 Study 3: A Case Study of Coordinated Electricity 
and Natural Gas Operations in Colorado  

4.1 Introduction 
In the final study of this report, we apply our coordination platform to study the benefits of 
coordination for a real system, namely a model of the Colorado electric power and gas systems. 
In this system, the gas generators have firm transportation contracts, meaning that these 
generators are not competing for interruptible pipeline capacity with other regional demand.  
Two scenarios are evaluated, including the following: 

• A 2018 generation mix, with approximately 33% generation from natural gas and 27% 
from combined wind and solar PV power 

• A projected generation mix for 2026, with about 25% generation from natural gas and 
52% from combined wind and solar PV power. 

 
In addition to evaluating the benefits of coordination between the two systems, we also explore 
whether introducing time-variant (shaped flow) nominations to the gas network can help improve 
operations of the two systems.  

4.2 Overview of the Coordination Framework 
This section reviews the methods used to design our coordinated natural gas and power system 
simulation. We first provide an overview of coordination structure, after which we describe the 
modeling behind both the power system and the gas network. Finally, we provide details on the 
case study used for the analysis.  

4.2.1 Algorithm for Coordinated Operation 
Algorithm 1 (Figure 23) provides a high-level overview of the proposed framework for the 
coordination between the electricity and natural gas systems at each DA, ID, and RT market 
level. In each market run, the power system is initialized using conditions from the previous RT 
solution. Lower level markets (i.e., ID and RT) take unit commitment information from the 
appropriate upper level market. Data on forecasts for wind and solar PV power—which vary in 
accuracy by market level—and load are also obtained for the appropriate period. We then run the 
power system optimization to determine the least-cost set of generators needed to meet system 
load given system conditions. 

From the initial power system run, we obtain and pass relevant inputs—such as nominations for 
natural gas offtakes from generators—to the gas simulation. After running the gas simulation, we 
compare feasible delivered gas quantities with the nominations from the power system. In cases 
where nominations are greater than delivery amounts, we impose a constraint on the nominations 
for that plant in the next cycle. We then rerun the power system optimization, which is now 
coordinated with gas simulation input. These coordinated power system results are then provided 
to the gas simulation for final verification of feasibility, from which final metrics (including 
unserved gas) are estimated.  
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Although we focus on passing information related to constraints on gas delivery, this framework 
could be used to pass other information between entities, such as spatially-defined marginal 
prices. Because most gas operators do not use location-based pricing, we focus on gas constraints 
in this work; future studies might consider how to integrate pricing signals across the gas and 
power system models [24,25]. 

 Inputs: MarketsDA, ID_H, RT_H,  
MarketsID ←24/ ID_H, MarketsRT ← ID_H / RT_H 

1: for iterDA = 1 to MarketsDA  
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: 
 
10: 

 

run electricity DA market 
update parameter OfftakesDA_PM, CommitDA 
run DA gas market with nominations from OfftakesDA_PM 
update OfftakesDA_GM,  
UnserGasDA ← OfftakesDA_PM - OfftakesDA_GM 
rerun electricity DA market w/ constraint from OfftakesDA_GM 
update parameter OfftakesDA_PM, CommitDA 
rerun gas DA market with nominations from OfftakesDA_PM 
update OfftakesDA_GM,  
UnserGasDA ← OfftakesDA_PM - OfftakesDA_GM 

fix commitments for ST-coal/ST-gas units using CommitDA  
11:  for iterID = 1 to MarketsID  
12: 
13: 
14: 
15: 
 
16: 
17: 
18: 
19: 
 

  

run electricity ID market 
update OfftakesID_PM, CommitID 
run gas ID market with nominations from OfftakesID_PM 
update OfftakesID_GM, 
UnserGasID ← OfftakesID_PM - OfftakesID_GM 
rerun electricity ID market w/ constraint from OfftakesID_GM 
update parameter OfftakesID_PM, CommitID 
rerun gas ID market with nominations from OfftakesID_PM 
update OfftakesID_GM, 
UnserGasID ← OfftakesID_PM - OfftakesID_GM 

20:   fix commitments for CC-gas units using CommitID 
21:   for iterRT = 1 to MarketsRT  
22    run electricity RT market 
23    update parameter OfftakesRT_PM, CommitRT 
24    run gas RT market with nominations from OfftakesRT_PM 
25:    update OfftakesRT_GM,  

UnserGasRT ← OfftakesRT_PM - OfftakesRT_GM  
26:    rerun electricity RT market w/ constraint from OfftakesRT_GM 
27:    update OfftakesRT_PM, CommitRT 
28:    rerun gas RT market with nominations from OfftakesRT_PM 
29:    update OfftakesRT_GM,  

UnserGasRT ← OfftakesRT_PM - OfftakesRT_GM 
30:   end for 
31:  end for 
32: end for 

Figure 23. Algorithm 1: Coordination of electric power and gas system (implemented in Python). 
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4.2.2 Modeling of the Power System 
We use the commercially available production cost modeling tool PLEXOS to optimize power 
system operations in the DA, ID, and RT markets [73]. The optimization of power system 
operations consists of the minimization of the total production cost—including costs associated 
with fuel, variable operations and maintenance (VO&M), and start up and shut down— 
associated with the unit commitment and economic dispatch decisions. The unit commitment and 
economic dispatch problems are formulated in PLEXOS as mixed integer linear programming 
(MILP) models based on the DC-OPF. The DA electricity market is simulated with a 24-hour 
optimization horizon using hourly resolution plus an additional 24-hour look-ahead window. 
Similarly, the ID and RT markets are simulated with 8-hour and 1-hour optimization horizons 
and 16-hour and 2-hour look-ahead windows, respectively. The relative optimality gap was set to 
0.1%.  

The DA market simulations use forecasted wind and solar PV generation profiles, while the ID 
market simulations are based on a given assumed uniform forecast improvement from the DA 
wind and solar PV forecasts. On the other hand, RT market simulations use realized wind and 
solar PV generation profiles. Furthermore, the DA commitments of coal and gas steam turbines, 
which are relatively inflexible generators, are fixed in the ID and RT markets. In contrast, natural 
gas combined cycle units, which are relatively flexible generators, are recommitted in the ID 
market, with those commitments fixed in the RT market, while gas combustion turbines can 
recommit in RT. 

4.2.3 Modeling of the Natural Gas System 
We employ the commercially available gas network simulation tool SAInt [53] (see Section 
2.1.2) to perform a transient hydraulic simulation of the operation of the natural gas system. 
SAInt consists of a system of one-dimensional, nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential 
equations, obtained from the laws of conservation of momentum, mass, and energy as well as an 
equation of state for real gases. The transient simulation accounts for the effects of variations in 
gas supply and demand on the pipeline pressure and linepack, the latter of which can be used to 
offset short-term imbalances between natural gas demand and supply.  

By modeling transient hydraulics, SAInt solves a gas flow simulation instead of an optimal gas 
flow problem. Accordingly, SAInt does not guarantee optimal dispatch of the natural gas system. 
This approach is, however, similar to simulations that gas system operators use to inform 
dispatch, and thus captures how today’s pipeline operators might respond to coordinate 
operations with the power sector. 

To capture the relatively slow dynamics of the natural gas system, the dynamic simulations use 
30 minutes time steps. The initial conditions for the transient hydraulic simulations are obtained 
from the prior gas network simulation after the first timestep; for the first timestep, a quasi-
steady-state simulation is used to provide the initial condition of the dynamic simulation. 

4.3 Case Study 
We test our coordination framework on a case study using data from Colorado’s power and 
natural gas systems. The PLEXOS model for the power system is adapted from a model 
developed previously for the Western Electricity Coordinating Council [74]. This model is 
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roughly representative of the 2018 Colorado grid and includes 2 regions; 1,476 buses; and 1,841 
transmission lines, along with just under 21 GW of generating capacity.  

Because the value of coordination is likely to increase with higher penetrations of wind and solar 
PV power sources, we also test our framework on a version of the Colorado system with higher 
renewable penetrations. To achieve this, we adjust the installed generation capacity of coal, 
wind, and solar PV technologies to represent the projected generation mix in Colorado by 2026 
[75]. The corresponding annual generation mix and installed generation capacity are described in 
Figure 24 and Table 9 respectively. Generation from wind and solar PV power plants increases 
from 27% to 52% in the 2018–2026 timeframe; generation from coal decreases from 39% to 
22% and generation from natural gas decreases from 33% to 25% during the same timeframe. 

 

 
Figure 24. Colorado's generation mix in 2018 based on current Colorado fleet, benchmarked to actual 

generation levels; 2026 fleet based on plans developed by Western Resource Advocates to meet Xcel targets 
[75]. Generation profiles for new wind and solar plants are assumed to be same as the existing plants, which total 

generation scaled up to match the new capacity. 

Table 10 provides forecast errors for wind and solar PV power generation from DA to RT 
markets, including the normalized mean absolute error (NMAE) and the normalized root mean 
square error (NRMSE). Wind power forecast errors metrics are higher than those for the solar 
PV, reflecting higher uncertainty in wind availability; we note however that nighttime hours 
were not removed from the calculations of the solar PV power forecasting errors, which deflates 
forecast errors for solar PV. Additionally, wind and solar PV power forecast improvements from 
DA to ID markets was assumed to be 20% [70].  
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Table 9. Installed Capacity of Power Plants in the Colorado’s Power System [74]. 

Technology Year Installed 
Capacity (GW) 

Coal 
2018 3.88 

2026 2.42 

Gas 
2018 

7.58 
2026 

Wind 
2018 6.02 

2026 9.81 

Solar 
2018 2.25 

2026 9.88 

Hydropower 
2018 

0.73 
2026 

Other 
2018 

1.5 
2026 

Table 10. Forecast Error Values for Wind and Solar Generation Profiles from DA to RT Markets. 

Metric 
Forecast Error (%) Reference Forecast Error (%) [76] 

Wind Solar Wind Solar 

Normalized mean absolute error (NMAE) 10.6 7.4 3.6–6.2 1.1–2.4 

Normalized root mean squared error 
(NRMSE) 4.5 2.2 4.7–8.0 2.7–6.1 

For the gas model, we use data from a natural gas network operator in Colorado covering most of 
the Front Range region of the state. The data include details on pipelines, compressors, supply, 
and offtake nodes; a simplified schematic of the gas network is provided in Figure 25. The 
offtake nodes include gas generators representing about 70% of the natural gas generator 
offtakes from the PLEXOS model, as well as information on demand profile for local 
distribution and other contractual obligations consumption. Data on the minimum delivery 
pressures for offtake nodes and operating constraints for compressors (e.g., maximum driver 
power, compression ratio) are accounted for as operational constraints in the gas simulation. The 
data also include information on the hourly demand from contractual obligations other than 
natural gas generators, such as local distribution companies (LDCs) that distributed natural gas 
for heating.  
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Figure 25. A simplified diagram of the gas network in the Front Range region of Colorado. 

To keep the model tractable, we test our case study on four weeks for 2018 and 2026. We select 
one week from each season (spring, summer, fall, and winter) in which the natural gas demand 
from the power sector is highest, as these weeks are likely to be the times when coordination 
between the two systems is critical. The selected weeks are as follows: 

• June 2–8 (spring) 
• July 14–20 (summer) 
• November 17–23 (fall) 
• December 12–18 (winter) 

Finally, we also test scenarios intended to explore the effects of moving from ratable to shaped 
flows in the gas cycle nominations. In the ratable flow setup, gas offtakes from the DA and ID 
power system model are averaged across the optimization window, and this average is submitted 
to the gas model (RT flows are still allowed to fluctuate by hourly). In the shaped flow setup, 
hourly gas offtakes are submitted as hourly nominations directly from PLEXOS to SAInt. Figure 
26 provides and illustration of the difference between ratable and shaped flow nominations.    
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Figure 26. Hourly natural gas nominations from one combustion turbine during the June week. The plot 
illustrates the difference between ratable gas nominations—in which the nomination submitted to the pipeline 
operator is the average of hourly gas offtakes over 24 hours, with each hour representing 1/24th of the total daily 
offtake—which serves as the current default, and shaped flow nominations—in which nominations are allowed to 
vary by hour. 

4.4 Results 
To discuss the results, it is helpful to provide the following terminology to describe analysis at 
different levels of iteration between the power and gas models: 

• Power system only: results from the first iteration of the power system model, before 
any communication with the gas network. 

• Co-simulation: results after simulating gas offtakes from the power system model in the 
gas network; indicates whether gas be delivered but has not yet reoptimized the power 
system in response to gas constraints. 

• Coordination: results after rerunning the power system in response to constraints from 
the gas simulation. 

To explore the value of coordinated operations, we examine the dispatch of generators under 
different levels of coordination. We characterize unserved load—cases where generation is 
insufficient to meet load that might require out-of-market operator interventions—that occurs 
from curtailed gas generator operations. Finally, we quantify unserved natural gas due to gas 
network constraints. Although the DA and ID markets are important for capturing uncertainty 
and the evolution of commitments in dispatch, we focus on presenting results from RT markets, 
as those most closely represent the final decisions of the system.  

4.4.1 Power System Operations with and without Coordination 
Figure 27 provides total hourly generation by fuel type for the July and November cases using 
ratable flows. July represents a week with sustained, high electricity demand coupled with low 
renewable generation availability, resulting in high demand for offtakes from natural gas 
generators over multiple hours. The November case represent a period of high wind variability, 
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with some hours of little generation from wind and other hours in 2026 where wind needs to be 
curtailed. A similar plot of the June and December weeks is supplied in Figure 28. 

Before coordinating with the natural gas network (i.e., power system only), PLEXOS dispatches 
a mix of coal, natural gas, wind, and solar PV to meet total load in both weeks. In the 2026 case, 
less coal is dispatched due to a combination of plant retirements and increased renewable 
generation, the variability of which reduces the incentive for dispatching coal plants with 
relatively long minimum up times. Natural gas combined cycle and combustion turbines are used 
throughout the week to meet demand when wind output is reduced; as a result of increased wind 
generation and reduced generation from coal, natural gas ramps frequently through the 2026 
case. Although higher penetrations of solar reduce the need for peaking gas generation in the 
middle of the day in 2026, low wind availability in the June and July weeks results in increased 
average gas generation in the evening hours when solar PV generation is unavailable. 

When simulating the gas offtakes from the power sector in the gas network (co-simulation), we 
find a number of hours when the gas requested by generators cannot be delivered and generation 
must be curtailed due to gas deliverability constraints. If unaddressed through out of market 
operator interventions, these curtailments would translate into fairly large amounts of unserved 
load toward the end of the week. However, redispatching the power system based on these 
constraints (coordination) enables a shift away from gas offtakes at constrained nodes, increasing 
gas generation and decreasing unserved load. 

Total unserved load by week, year, and coordination scenario is summarized in Figure 29. There 
is virtually no unserved energy in the initial power system optimization (power system only); 
however, when gas curtailments are imposed from constraints in the gas network (co-
simulation), large amounts of unserved load occur. This represents generation that cannot be 
delivered by gas generators and would either need to be left unserved or rectified using 
potentially costly out-of-market interventions by the system operator. If the power system is 
reoptimized based on input from the gas network (coordination), the amount of gas curtailment 
and unserved load is substantially reduced, although still higher than the unconstrained initial 
dispatch. With the exception of the summer week (July), unserved load tends to be higher in 
2018 relative to 2026, reflecting the increase amount of renewable generation coupled with no 
assumptions of load growth. 
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Figure 27. Hourly RT dispatch by fuel type for the July (a) and November (b) scenarios at different levels of 

coordination (power system only, co-simulation, and coordination). Curtailed gas generation at the co-
simulation and coordination levels is treated as unserved load. The dashed line illustrates available wind generation, 
highlighting its variability. Dispatch results are shown for scenarios using ratable flows at the DA and ID levels but 

are similar with shaped flows.  
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Figure 28. Hourly RT dispatch by fuel type for the June (a) and December (b) scenarios at different levels of 

coordination (power system only, co-simulation, and coordination). Curtailed gas generation at the co-
simulation and coordination levels is treated as unserved load. The dashed line illustrates available wind generation, 
highlighting its variability. Dispatch results are shown for scenarios using ratable flows at the DA and ID levels but 

are similar with shaped flows.  
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Figure 29. Total unserved load by week, year, and coordination scenario (power system only, co-simulation, 
and coordination). Numbers indicate unserved load as a percentage of total load that week. Results are shown 

for scenarios using ratable flows at the DA and ID levels but are similar with shaped flows. 

Without accounting for the cost of unserved energy or out-of-merit operator intervention to 
handle shortages in supply, we find that the total cost increase when moving from the power 
system only to the coordination case is relatively small. Depending on the week of analysis, 
coordination increases total system costs by 0.5%–4.3% for a system with total weekly costs 
around $33-43 million per week in the power-system only case, with the largest cost increases 
occurring in the July and November cases. Costs come in part from increased fuel costs and 
VO&M expenses as less-efficient generators are dispatched to meet generation curtailment from 
other gas generators. In addition, because gas offtake constraints can vary substantially by hour, 
imposing gas constraints can increase costs associated with start-ups. However, start-up and 
VO&M are a small fraction of total costs, with fuel expenses dominating. Although start-up costs 
increase from 2018 and 2026 as more ramping is required to balance renewables, these increase 
costs are dwarfed by the cost savings from avoided fuel. If the cost of out-of-merit power sector 
interventions are valued at $2,000 per MWh6, coordination reduces operator intervention costs 
from $730 million to $75 million in 2018 and from $650 million to $50 million in 2026; these 
savings substantial outweigh the additional cost from re-dispatch in the coordination case. 

4.4.2 Delivered and Unserved Natural Gas from the Gas Network 
Coordination between the electric power and natural gas systems not only reduces the need for 
costly redispatch, but also serves to reduced unserved natural gas. Figure 30 illustrates total 
delivered and unserved natural gas by gas network node across all weeks for the co-simulation 
and coordination scenarios. Under the coordination scenario, gas generators at stressed areas of 

 
 
6 This number is based on the supply price cap in DA and RT wholesale markets as set by FERC in Order 831, and 
represents the price limit for incremental energy offers that grid operators can include in their calculation of 
locational marginal prices: https://ferc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-06/RM16-5-000.pdf  

https://ferc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-06/RM16-5-000.pdf
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the network (i.e., Nodes 29 and 31) reduce their demand, thus greatly reducing the amount of 
unserved natural gas at those locations. The reduced nominations from these two nodes enables 
generators at other nodes to increase their offtakes, compensating for the reduction in generation 
from other nodes. Notably, most unserved gas is concentrated at these two nodes, which are 
located just north of the second compressor station (see diagram in Figure 25). This junction 
serves as a bottleneck for gas being delivered from the north end of the system—where the 
supply is located—to the south end where most of the demand is concentrated. 

 
Figure 30. Total RT delivered and unserved natural gas by gas network node (see map in appendix) across all 
scenario weeks, by coordination scenario for both 2018 and 2026. Results are shown for scenarios using ratable 

flows at the DA and ID levels but are similar with shaped flows. 

Figure 31 summarizes hourly delivered and unserved natural gas in the RT market at the co-
simulation stage (i.e., after SAInt is used to curtail unavailable gas but before redispatch of the 
power system through coordination). Gas delivery is divided into demand from natural gas 
generators in the power sector and demand from LDCs and other contracted demand. Gas 
demand from the power sector is highest in the June and July weeks, when net load in the power 
sector is highest due to high demand and relatively low wind availability. Despite the fact that 
total demand from generators is about 20% lower in the November and December weeks relative 
to July, peak gas demand is only 6% lower in the fall and winter cases relative to the summer. 
Furthermore, although total natural gas demand declines from 2018 to 2026, peak demand in the 
November and December weeks increases by 3%–7%; this shift reflects the need to 
accommodate ramping by natural gas generators to meet larger swings in renewable generation 
availability, which is dominated by wind in the November and December weeks. 

Figure 31 also highlights some of the patterns in unserved natural gas from the gas network. In 
the 2018 June and July cases—when demand from gas generators is highest—unserved natural 
gas follows a diurnal pattern, peaking during the middle of the day when demand for gas is 
highest from the power sector. In contrast, there is more volatility in unserved gas in the 
November and December cases; in these scenarios, gas demand fluctuates on the basis of wind 
availability. As more variable renewable resources are introduced into the system in the 2026 
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scenario, the variability in unavailable natural gas increases in all weeks. In the June and July 
cases, the correlation of renewable energy and unserved natural gas decreases from about -0.16 
and -0.18 in 2018 to close to -0.59 and -0.44 in 2026; this reflects an increasingly strong inverse 
correlation between the variables as more renewables are added to the system. The inverse 
correlation between the two remains high across the two years for the November and December 
case (between -0.75 and -0.83), but the standard deviation of hourly unserved gas increases by 
13% for the November week, indicating higher volatility.  

 

 
Figure 31. Total gas offtakes by generators and other contracted demand (e.g., LDCs) from the gas network 
at the RT co-simulation level. Contracted demand based on historical data from the gas network operator. 

Offtakes are shown for each week and year run. Lines indicate the corresponding amount of unserved gas (in 
thousand mmBtu) and the amount of available renewable generation (in MW). 

 
Although the June and July weeks are comparable to November and December in terms of the 
total quantity of unserved natural gas, the factors leading to unserved gas are different. In June 
and July, high gas offtakes levels from gas generators across consecutive days means that the 
system is operating at high capacity. The system is thus primarily constrained by the need to 
move gas through the system while also maintaining pressure constraints at all the nodes. With 
multiple consecutive hours of high demand, the system does not draw down from linepack to 
fulfill offtakes in order to ensure it can meet pressure requirements at offtake nodes.  
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In contrast, the November and December weeks are characterized by high demand but high 
variability. In these scenarios, unserved gas seems driven in part by pressure and power 
constraints at one of the main compressor stations used to move gas from supply in the north to 
demand in the south. All the hours with the compressor operating at its maximum power occur in 
November (about 30% of hours in the week in 2018) or December (about 6% of hours). The 
median unserved gas in those hours is 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than when the constraint is 
nonbinding, suggesting that this compressor serves as a bottleneck for the ramping required by 
gas generators. Unlike the June and July weeks, the system frequently meets gas demand from 
generators by drawing down from linepack. This is possible because of higher variability, 
meaning that diminished linepack can be replenished in hours when wind generation returns and 
demand for gas offtakes is reduced.  

Figure 32 illustrates the change in total unserved natural gas between the co-simulation and 
coordination scenario for each week and year modeled. The plot demonstrates that total unserved 
gas in the co-simulation scenario is highest in July—when demand is highest—but is relatively 
evenly split across the weeks modeled. Just one round of redispatch of the power sector based on 
communication of constraints from the gas model (i.e., the coordination scenario) serves to 
reduce unserved gas by upwards of 97% relative to co-simulation. After accounting for changes 
to gas consumption based on redispatch, the reduction of nonserved gas in the coordination 
scenario increases total delivered natural gas by approximately 4.4%.7 If natural gas prices are 
$2.5/mmBtu, this increase in delivered gas would represent an additional $1.7 million in revenue 
for the entities responsible for delivering natural gas for these four weeks ($1 million using a gas 
price of $1.5/mmBtu and $3.3 million with a price of $5/mmBtu). 

 
Figure 32. Total unserved natural gas (in thousand mmBtu) by week for the co-simulation and coordination 

scenarios; results are shown using ratable flows by simulation week and year. 

 
 
7 This estimate includes redispatch of plants within the gas network modeled as well as increased gas offtakes from 
generators that are in the power system but outside the gas network. Although dispatch from out of network generators 
increases with coordination, total offtakes from these plants typically represents less than 30% of all offtakes in any 
given week. 
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Figure 33 presents the difference in unserved gas across simulations using ratable and shaped 
flows for the DA and ID markets. Generally, ratable flows lead to more unserved gas than the 
use of shaped flows in both the co-simulation and coordination stages. Under co-simulation, 
ratable flows result in about 4% more unserved gas in 2018 and comparable amounts in 2026. 
Although total unserved gas is greatly reduced in the coordination scenario, we find that ratable 
flows result in almost three times more unserved gas in the 2026 case. This is likely due to the 
fact that the higher penetration of renewables in 2026 results in greater ramping requirements 
(see Figure 34); these higher ramping requirements are better accommodated when more 
temporally granular offtake nominations are passed to the gas network in the forward looking 
DA and ID markets. 

 
Figure 33. Total unserved natural gas (in thousand mmBtu) when using constant flows at the DA and ID 

market levels (ratable) or when allowing hourly gas offtakes from generators in those markets (shaped flow). 
Both scenarios allow hourly offtakes at the RT market levels. Results are shown for both run years and the co-

simulation and coordination scenarios; note the difference in the scale of the y-axis across the panels. 
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Figure 34. Largest up and down ramps in net load (MW) in 2018 and 2026. Ramping requirements increase in 

the 2026 scenario with the increased reliance on generation from wind and solar. 

4.4.3 Effect of Coordination on Emissions 
Although the coordination of power-sector and natural gas pipeline operations is likely to 
provide operational benefits, another aspect to consider is how such coordination would affect 
system carbon emissions. Here we focus on carbon dioxide emissions (CO2), a greenhouse gas 
that serves as the primary contributor to climate change. To evaluate this impact, we estimate 
CO2 emissions by plant using a combination of heat rate information and carbon content of 
natural gas, coal, and oil [74]. Since unserved load would likely be addressed by system operator 
intervention and additional plant dispatch, we also include estimates of emissions from 
remaining unserved load using the system-wide average emissions rate.8 

Figure 35 illustrates the estimated change in CO2 from coordination for each of the case study 
weeks and years of analysis, along with the associated penetration of wind and solar during that 
scenario. The figure illustrates that the effect of coordination on CO2 emissions varies depending 
on the characteristics of the system and the time period of the analysis. For all of the 2018 
system cases, coordination of the gas and power systems results in increased CO2 emissions, 
although the total magnitude of increase varies by the week of analysis. In these cases, 
constraints in the natural gas network led to redispatch of previously out-of-merit generators in 
the power system; this generally means relying on less efficient generators, leading to higher 
emissions levels.  

In the 2026 case with higher renewable energy penetrations, results are more mixed.  
Coordination in the June and July cases—times when electricity demand is at its highest and the 

 
 
8 This approach likely underestimates emissions from these operator interventions to address unserved energy since 
lower emitting resources tend to be lower in merit order. Of the cases we analyze, only the July scenarios have 
significant amounts of unserved energy after coordination. 
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system is most stressed—continues to yield increased emissions. However, in the November and 
December cases, coordination reduces CO2 emissions by enabling the system to plan around 
greater ramping requirements. In the November scenario, better gas delivery and dispatch of 
natural gas power plants results in a 22% reduction in curtailment of wind and solar, which in 
terms results in less fuel consumption by fossil generators and thus fewer emissions. This 
illustrates the potential for gas and power sector coordination to increase gas system flexibility 
and facilitate renewable integration and carbon emissions reductions. 

 

 
Figure 35. Change in carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions from the power system only scenario to the 

coordination scenario for each week and run year; positive numbers indicate that coordination results in 
increased CO2 emissions. Percentages at the top of each bar indicate the change in emissions as a percent of power 

system only emissions. Diamonds correspond to the right axis and indicate the system penetration of variable 
renewable energy (VRE) for that week as a fraction of total load. Results shown for real time results when using 

shaped flows. 

4.5 Summary of Study 3 
In this part of our study, we examined the benefits of coordinating a subset of Colorado’s natural 
gas and power system operations. We employed an approach in which a power sector 
optimization model communicates information to a gas network simulation. Even though this 
approach likely underestimates the benefits of coordination relative to a centralized optimization 
model, we pursue this approach because it best approximates how current power and gas 
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operators make decisions. We explored the benefits of coordination from the perspectives of both 
the power system planner and the gas operator, and we also investigated whether introducing 
shaped flows in forward-looking markets provides benefits to the system. 

We find there are substantial benefits to coordination between the two sectors. It substantially 
reduces instances of curtailed generation from gas, reducing the need for potentially costly out-
of-merit operator interventions or the possibility of unserved electricity demand without a 
substantial increase in power system costs. From the gas system perspective, we find that much 
of the constraint occurs at several “choke points,” but that total delivered gas can be increased 
through coordination, potentially increasing gas revenues.  

Our results suggest that gas constraints may be driven by different factors. In the June and July 
cases, gas constraints are driven by sustained high demand from gas generators. In the November 
and December cases, high demand from nonpower sector users coupled with higher ramping that 
is due to wind variability in Colorado can result in pressure or compressor constraints. The latter 
becomes increasingly important in future systems, which are expected to have higher shares of 
generation from variable renewable sources. DA and ID markets that encourage time-variant gas 
nominations (i.e., shaped flows) may become increasingly valuable for reducing gas curtailment 
in systems with higher penetrations of renewable resources. 

This part of our study focuses on a case study of the Colorado power and gas networks; although 
these findings likely extend to other systems, future work should explore the potential benefits 
of coordination for different regions. Furthermore, our study focuses on just four weeks for the 
sake of computational tractability. As we selected the four weeks with highest predicted gas 
offtakes—and thus the weeks most likely to be gas-constrained—our results of the benefits 
of coordination may be higher than other weeks. Furthermore, we use realistic but deterministic 
estimates of uncertainty from renewable generation in the forward-looking DA and ID markets. 
Future work should consider the benefits of coordination for different periods and should further 
investigate how uncertainty in net demand affects operations of the two systems. 

One limitation of our analysis is that our gas network data do not include all gas generators in 
the system. Although we capture more than 70% of gas offtakes from the system, future efforts 
should consider how to realistically capture constraints across multiple gas networks through 
coordination. 

Our work builds on various efforts to provide realistic modeling of power system and gas 
network coordination. Although both power system and gas network operators stand to 
potentially benefit from increased coordination, additional policies or incentives may be needed 
to realize these benefits. Our study finds that total gas delivery is improved with coordination, 
but it may be that not all gas operators benefit in all scenarios. For instance, coordination may 
shift generation and gas offtakes to a different gas network, reducing revenues of one at the 
expense of another and raising questions of what incentives are needed to encourage 
coordination from both entities. Though ratable flows are increasingly inflexible for dealing with 
variable renewable resources, they simplify operations for gas operators and may even benefit 
entities who hold primary gas contracts and are able to sell excess capacity to gas-power electric 
generators on the more expensive spot market. Gas pipeline operators typically also offer more 
complex forms of service structures which may provide firm gas while managing time-variant 
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flows. Additional policies or efforts to more closely link gas and power sector markets using 
prices or different gas service designs in systems may thus be needed to realize the system-wide 
benefits of coordination. Of course, not all systems may require or even benefit from such 
linkages, and regulators and policy makers must consider how such coordination will impact 
different customer groups beyond just gas pipeline operators and gas generators when evaluating 
how coordination will improve operations.  
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5 Overall Conclusions 
As electricity and gas networks continue to grow more interdependent into the future, there is an 
increasing need for modeling the interactions between these two systems. This report presents 
the findings from three related studies that develop a novel platform for coordination of these 
two systems and subsequently employ that platform to evaluate the benefits of coordinated 
operations. By integrating a transient gas model with unit commitment and economic dispatch 
power system model, this study provides insight into how these two systems might be jointly 
modeled at the bulk gas transmission and power system operations level.   

Although the analysis in this report primarily focuses on test or relatively small systems (i.e. the 
Colorado gas and power network), we believe the findings presented here have broader technical 
and policy implications. For example, Study 2 found significant benefits from ID coordination of 
gas and power networks, providing some supporting evidence that FERC Order 809 will likely 
yield gas deliverability and cost benefits. In Study 3, we find that transitioning to time-variant 
gas nominations (shaped flows) can unlock further benefits of coordination, particularly for 
systems with high levels of renewable energy penetrations. 

It is important to note that many of the conclusions draw from this work may be context specific. 
For example, in Study 3 we find that the drivers of non-served natural gas varied greatly 
depending on the week of analysis due to variations in system load, natural gas demand, and 
renewable resource availability. Different systems are likely to have different levels of 
flexibility, both in natural gas delivery (e.g. linepack capacity, transmission constraints, the 
availability of underground storage, and the mix of firm and interruptible transportation contracts 
held by gas generators) and in electricity sector operations (e.g. available of flexible ramping, 
ability to manage load). Accordingly, the benefits of coordination are likely to vary by system, 
and more modeling is needed to understand these dynamics for different systems. This collection 
of studies in this report provide a framework to guide such integrated modeling, as well as some 
demonstrative example illustrating the potential benefits that may result from coordination of 
these two systems.  

The studies in this report do not capture all of potential infrastructure and market products that 
gas network operators might use to serve demand, including firm gas storage, hourly pipeline 
service products, firm delivery contracts, and additional pipeline infrastructure. These tools help 
gas pipeline operators meet firm transportation contracts and natural gas demand, even as those 
offtakes are subject to hourly demand variation. Although hourly variations in gas demand have 
historically been fairly predictable, the increasing use of natural gas for electricity generation 
couple with higher amounts of variable generating resources is likely to introduce additional 
variation and complexity. This work focuses on the benefits of coordination between the gas and 
power sector for addressing that increased variability, and future studies should explore some of 
these additional tools that might be useful for gas operators to address fluctuations in demand. 

Several other opportunities for future research exist. First, to address concerns regarding 
sufficient flexibility in the natural gas system to support large changes in fuel offtakes at high 
renewable penetrations, future research should analyze dynamic natural gas system operations 
under a wider range of weather conditions, including ones that include large unexpected 
deviations in wind and solar PV generation from forecasts. Second, while we employ a fully 
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dynamic gas network simulation, other research has used simplified representations of the gas 
network through linearization and omitted features. Future research should quantify when and to 
what extent these two approaches produce diverging results.  

This analysis focuses on the role of coordination, and thus does not capture all of potential 
infrastructure and market products that gas network operators might use to serve demand, 
including firm gas storage, hourly pipeline service products, firm delivery contracts, and 
additional pipeline infrastructure, all of which should be evaluate in terms of their usefulness in 
enabling gas operators to address fluctuations in demand. Furthermore, this research focuses on 
operations that do not involve contingencies (e.g., losses of transmission lines or generators), and 
future work should quantify the extent to ID coordination might mitigate the consequences of 
these actions. Analyzing the value of coordination for different system configurations and 
topologies—including ones with higher levels of renewable resource, more capability for gas and 
electricity storage, and in region such as New England with highly stressed gas networks—is 
likely to provide additional insights. Additional work might also connect how coordination at 
operational levels impacts investment and capacity expansion decisions, and how new market 
structures can enable coordination through market prices for both gas and electricity. Finally, this 
work addresses some of the technical implications of coordinated operations, but more analysis 
is needed to understand potential institutional or policy barriers to realizing those benefits, such 
as changes to the gas transportation market or updates to pipeline tariffs. 
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